
A fast lens catches a GRUMMAN GUARDIAN
in mid-air close-up. Two versions of this carrier-

based plane work together to protect ships ofthe U.S.

Navy from submarine attack. Some GUARDIANS
carry powerful detection devices. When these

“hunters” locate an undersea enemy, more heavily

armed, bomb-carrying niiARnrAMS lite iho nno

shown here, come in fo:

GRUMMAN AIRCRAFT ENGINEERING

SUBMARINES BEWARE!



HOW Sundstrand uses quality control

to insure alternator drive performance

^ "100% inspection" assures uniformity

of parts for alternator drives...

"Quality Control" mMS QUALITY CONTROL at Sui

An advanced system of scientific inspection procedures lias been set up to cover every step in the

prndiiaion of every part that };oes into constant speed alternator drives for the B-^6. As an example,

piston rods undcrpi UK)”,, inspection. Individual rods are verified on electronic pages after

each precision operation. When completed, each rod has every external and internal dimension

checked precisely. Profiles must meet exacting standards . . . straightness and roundness conform t(

requirements. Many tolerances are held within of an inch!

This constant striving to assure riiiifr.miiy and .r.r/rfj is an essential ingredient in Sundstrand's rtluhle

research, espuri engineering,

and precisian production of specialized

aircraft hydraulic products.

SUNDSTRAND
HYDRAULICS

Weight taken from plane's

brakes goes into its wallop

The navy neptune tracks down
"snorkels" with electronic search

equipment that these ordinarily radar-

proof subs can't hide from. And it pack.s

a powerful wallop with torpedoes,

rockets, cannon, and machine guns.

But carrying all this equipment gave

Lockheed designers a problem. Every

possible pound had to be trimmed off

the Neptune's empty weight. When it

came to the wheel and brake assembly,

they put theproblemup to B. F. Goodrich.

B. F. Goodrich brakes can be designed

lighter for a given amount of kinetic

energy chan any other brake because of

expander tube design. The brake lining

in new-design B. F. Goodrich Expander

Tube brakes is mounted on magnesium

shoes— a construction chat is lighter, yet

gives longer wear. The brake has a new
spider-type frame that's both lighter

and stronger. And the wheels them-

selves are light, strong magnesium cast-

ings. As a result, B. F. Goodrich wheel

and brake assemblies enabled designers

of the Lockheed P2V Neptune to save

a sizeable amount of weight over

ocher designs.

The BFG brakes also provide

smoother, safer landings. Tliey respond

smoothly and quickly to minimum pres-

sure, take emergency overloads better.

cannot lock or grab. Plane utilization

is increased because there’s less in-shop

time. Loads are evenly distributed,

reducing wear on brake parts. Maintc-

The new B. F. Goodrich wheel and

brake assembly is one of many effective

solutions to aviation ptoblemsdevelnped

by B. F. Goodrich research and engi-

neering. The B. F. Goodrich Covipany,

Aeronautical Division, Akron, Ohio.

B.EGoodrich
FIRST IN RUBBER



short -Type threaded

JET IGNITOR
Spark Plugs

With high altitude shield
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NORTH AMERICAN AVIATION INC.

FAFNI

Since World War II. North American Aviation, Inc. has resolutely concentrated on the develop-

ment and building of better and better military planes like the Air Force F-86 Sabre Jet Fighter,

B-45 Tornado Bomber, T-28 Trainer, and the Navy AJ-1 Attack Bomber. Such a policy puts an

extra burden on their design staff. When it comes to ball bearings, North American has turned to

n of 16 years. This can he attributed to Fafnir’s ability to olTcr more than

)d bearings. It's an attitude and aptitude ... a way of looking at ball bearings from the

•'s side, an aptitude gained from more than twenty years' specialization in aircraft ball

i- The Fafnir Bearing Company, New Britain, Connecticut.



Cfou taking full advantage of the constantly growing range of forgings?

Typical is this aluminum alloy forging with a projected area of more than 1 ,000

square inches used in the wing structure of a modern military bomber. Such

forgings are today made possible by the use of the largest die forging press in

America ( 1 8,000 tons}. For hammer or press die forgings of aluminum, mag-

nesium or steel, Wyman-Gordon engineers are ready to serve you—there is

no substitute for Wyman-Gordon experience.

StOHeUitd 9^ fAe OndcMt’uf^ TfCone Scxt^

’4T

AN^GORDON
Ai3 NsttW
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NEWS DIGEST Motor driven

CONTROL STICK

DOMESTIC
Wi!lys-0\etland Motors, Inc. has re-

ceived a contract to tool for production
of landing gear for the C-119. Contract

exceeds S3 million.

Cessna has received orders for more
than 1000 additional L-19 all-metal

liasion planes, bringing its Army con.

tracts for this type up to more than

2000 planes. Tlie firm has established a

$10-million line of credit in the form of

a Regulation V-type credit agreement.

First U. S.-iegistercd DH Dove to be
delivered from England to this country
by air has flown the .Atlantic in 28 hr.

flying time against prevailing winds-

Stops were made at Reykjavik, Bluie

West, Goose Bay and Dorval. The Dove
light transport is being delivered E. A.

Hall of New Mexico.

Last of 22 B-36As have been con-

verted to advanced RB-36E standards by
Convair at Ft. Worth for delivery to the

USAF. Modifications include installa-

tion of 3300-hp. P&AV Wasp Majors in

place of the 3000-hp. W'asp Majors for-

merly fitted, also installation of four

GE i-47 jets in pods beneath the wings.

Max Conrad set an unofficial cross-

country record for lightplanes by flying

a modified Piper Pacer non-stop approxi-

matciv 2460 mi. from Los .Angeles to

New York in 23 hr. 4 min,

' RNANCIAL
Northrop Aircraft, Inc. has negotiated

a $9-million line of credit with a group

of New York and California tanks to

strengthen its working capital. New
arrangement was also concluded with

the Reconstruction Finance Corp. Com-
pany reduced its RFC loan to $3.5 mil-

lion, and obtained an additional $1.3-

million credit.

Lear, Inc. reports loss of $22,131 for

the year ending Dec. 31. 1950, on in-

come of $7,973,937. Sales in 1949 of

$7,370,000 yielded a profit of $510,000,

Lear says 1930 results were due to heavy

pre-production costs. Mar. 31 backlog

was $30,928,000.

Trans World Airlines reports net in-

come after taxes of $150,068 for the

first quarter of 1951 on operah'ng rev-

enues of $29,773,281. This is the first

first-quarter profit since 1945. For the

same period last year, TWA had operat-

ing revenues of $21,235,162, and lost

$1,346,704.

Chicago & Southern Air Lines reports

net income of $224,327 for the first

quarter of 1951 after taxes and special

adjustments on operating revenues of

$3,405,299. Before reserve for foreign

operations and profit on sales of aircraft,

net after taxes was $74,369. In like

period of 1950. operating revenues of

$2,864,180 brought loss of $72,715.

Flying Tiger Line reports re\'enues of

55,837.163 tor the third quarter of its

fiscal year, ending Mar. 31. and profit

after taxes of $96,905.

Capital Airlines reports net profit for

1930 of $1,160,031 after taxes and spe-

cial adjustments on operating revenues

of $23,090,816. Normal income after

faxes was increased by a $93,190 profit

on conversion of debentures. For the

preceding year, profit after taxes and
adjustment's was $1,681,671, but 5847.-

493 of it was profit on debenture con-

INTERNATIONAL
Pliilippine Ait Lines’ dispute, which

resulted in resignation of President

Andres Soriano and four of his top

executives, was expected to be formally

settled last week, with Soriano winning
the decision. President of the Philip,

pines' Quirino and Col. Soriano publicly

announced they had “agreed to agree”

on a new contract which would sharply

define the future roles to be played by
the private enterprise management an3
government members on the carrier's

Royal Air Force has placed a produc-

tion order for its first sweptback wing
fighter, the Supermarinc "Swift” based

on the experimental Model 510. The
Swift will be powered by a RoIls.Royce

engine.

New women's speed record has been

set by Jacqueline Auriol, daughter-in-

law of the French president, piloting a

French-built Vampire jet fighter at

509.245 mph. Previous record, held by

Jacqueline Cochran, was 469.349 mph.,

set in a modified F-Sl piston-engine

fighter.

New order for two de Havilland

Comet jet transports has been placed by

the French airline, Chargeurs Rcunis

S- A. Delivery is scheduled for the

autumn of 19§2. Planes will be oper-

ated by a subsidiary. Union Aeromari-

time ^e Transport, which flies from

Paris to Africa and Indo-China.

VIBRATDR
(easy fo install)

10 rhe pilot the approach of a stall,

and may be used to indicate any

Currently, the Control Stick Vi-

brator is being used on the McDonnell

F2H '-Banshee."

ACCESSORIES CORPORATION
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SIDELIGHTS

Designed lo carry a useful

load greater than its weight,

empty. . , a spacious com-
portment to accommodate
bulk cargo or rolling stock
... a power actuated ramp
to facilitate loading and
unloading.

AVITRUC-the airplane for

fast, efficient, economical
hondling and delivery of
air corgo,

filRCRfiPT CO..^r.(^
luesT TR€nTon, neuj j€Rsev

Congress

Heatings will start soon by Senate Inter-

state 4f Foreign Commerce Committee on
Ii^islation for S8 miltion to develop a local

service plane. AT.^ is behind the measure,
claiming millions of dollars can be saved
in mail subsidies with an economical trans-

port. , . House .Appropriations Committee
will scrutinize Public Relations activities of
the armed services before it winds up hear-
ings on fiscal 1952 military budget, A few
weeks back the committee took Navy’s
chief, Adm, Sherman, to task on PR ex-

pCTditures. Sherman says the Navy main-
tains 83 public relations officers in the
Washington area, and 516 elsewhere. . .

Legislation approving $13.1 million con-
struction by NACA has been approved by
House Armed Services Committee. The
House Appropriations Committee recently
turned dmvn NACA’s request for funds for
the projects, directing the agency to get
authorization firet. NACA plans call for
modernization of tunnels at Langley &
.Ames, a hydrogen liquefaction plant and
high altitude fuels facilities at Lewis and
a Bight test facility at Edwards Island. , .

Early enactment of legislation for Commerce
Dept, lo offer war risk insurance to foreign
and overseas aircraft operators is likely.

The measure, approved by House Into-
stale, has already been passed by the Sen-
ate. . . Sen. Alexander WQey told the
Senate Gen. MacArthur has verified to
him the fact that MarsArthur's was the
vote "which was cast against the finding

which condemned Billy Mitchell." This
confirmed an earlier Aviation Weex report

to this effect, written by Katherine fohnsen.

Transport

The report being done by Ernst & Ernst
for Senate Interstate & Foreign Commerce
Committee is overdue. Sources close to the
situation say when it is finally completed
it will bypass the question of segregating
compensatory rates from subsidy and in-

stead confine itself to the question of sub-
sidy as a benefit to communities through
the airlines serving them. . , Slick Airways
has not yet put its new DC-6.A into regular

operation but has already found it is pos-
sible to load 25,000 lb. aboard in less time
than it lakes to load 13,000 lb. aboard a
C-46. Larger doors, and the extra door
forward of the wing expbin whv. . , The
so-called Douglas Report, the air transport
mobilization survey which has been com-
pleted under auspices of NSRB, will stay

on the secret list although its broad outline
has been publicized in Aviatton Were.
In general, the report suggests using in an
emergency up to half the commercial air-

line fleet, mostly four-engined ships, on a
contract basis wherever possible; make
minor modifications on airliners now. to be
ready for military work, etc. . . .Appointment
of Malcolm Mackav. New York financial

man, as executive vice president of North-
west -Airlines, hatched a crop of rumors

IContiirocd on page 801
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EGGS DUE TO DROF-Douglas AD Skvraider (Wright R.3350),

Valley Forge to strike euciiiy in Kora, Combat photo shows pilot

three 2000-Ib- bombs, takes off from the 27,000-ton USS
eonsiderable flap and right rudder in bis takeoff.

Military Planes

In the News
KAMAN PERFORMANCE-Kaman Aircraft’s proto-

type Navy HTK-1, which was seen publicly for tbe first

time at recent Washington, D. C„ helicopter display

(Aviation Week May 7), had only 1 br. 40 min. flight

time prior to show, w-as assembled from parts of three

copters. The HTK-1 differs from the earlier K-225

in having longer, constant-chord rotors. It has a 235-

hp, 0-435 Lycoming mounted behind the rabin. The



TEMCO Well

Into Second

Phase of B-47

Program
Fuselages for the B-47. the World’s

FastestKnown Bomber, are rolling

off the TEMCO assembly line with
systematic regularity, due largely

to the miraculous job done in the

"take over” from the Boeing Plant;

The moving of machinery, duplica-

tion of tooling, the conversion of

fixtures and the training of per-

sonnel was done expertly and effi-

ciently without any delay in the
delivery schedule. A record of

which to be proud but one that is

becoming more and more common
at TEMCO. Current operations
are being streamlined for even
better production in all phases of

TEMCO’s aircraft activity.

Stratojet World’s Fastest

Known Jet Bomber
The Boeing B-47 Stratojet Bomber
is the fastest known bomber in the

world with top speed in excess of

600 MPH. Capable of carrying
more than 20,000 lbs. of bombs, its

swept back wings measure 116 feet

from tip to tip. The experimental
model flew from Moses Lake, Wash-
ington, to Andrews Air Force Base,

Maryland, in 3 hours 46 minutes,

an average speed of 607.8 MPH.

QUALITY CONTROL
STRESSED AT TEMCO
Precision manufacturing and qual-

ity control are two of the essentials

in producing high speed military
aircraft—such as the B-47—for

tolerances must be measured in

thousandths of an inch.

At TEMCO this rigid conformance
to specifications is assured not only

by a skilled and fully equipped
inspection staff, but more important
by production workers whose many
years of aircraft experience have
taught them that true quality is

built in a product—not inspected
in it.

IS BUILDING THE REAR FUSELAGE

SECTION OF THE B-47

STR/mier BOMBER

The rear fuselage section of the
world’s fastest known jet bomber, the
Boeing B-47 Stratojet, is being fabri-
cated by Texas Engineering and Man-

ufacturing Company. This swept-wing plane powered with
six turbo-jet engines is the design that last year flew from the

speed of over 600 miles per hour. TEMCO was’selected fL
this all-important manufacturing job because of its proved
aircraft experience and that invaluable asset— "production
know-how.” The B-47 fuselage is just one of several major
assemblies currently being manufactured by TEMCO.

Texas Engineering and Manufacturing Co.. Inc.

10

WHO'S WHERE

In the Front Office

I'aul Moote has been made execudve vice

president-genetal manager of Lear, Inc.

Moore was president of the Hashelite Mfg.

Co. from 1945 to 1949. Previous to and
since his Haskelite connection, he had been

Kendall Perkins has been promoted to

vice piesident<ngineering for McDonnell
Aircraft Corp. In his new position Perkins

will be responsible for all development of

planes, copters, guided missiles and power-
plants. He joined the company in 1941 as a

project engineer and has been manager of

engineering since 1949.

Murray S. Gelber, vice president-secretary

of the Ganett Corp., has been appointed

vice president-manager of AiResearch Mfg.
Co. of Arizona, a division of Ganett. Gelber,

who joined the firm in 1959, has been in

charge of production at .AiResearch, Los .An-

geles. since 1948.

Oivis M. Nelson, president of Transocean

Air Lines, ha.s been made president of Air-

craft EngincCTing Se Maintenance Co^ Oak-

overhaiilec and reconditioner, a subsidiary

of T.AL. Other new officers of AEMCO ate

Sherwood A. Nichols, executive vice presi-

dent; Douglass F, Johnson, adminisliative

vice president; and R. R. Pettit, secretary.

Former AEMCO president, Ray T. F.lsmoic,

resigned to concentrate on Taloa Academy of

Aeronautics.

Leo A. Carter and T. E. Springer have

been elevated to vice presidents of Douglas

Aircraft Co. Carter had been general man-

ager of the Santa Monica division and
Springer had held the same post at El

Changes

Lewis K, Marshall has been appointed

manager of the Lincoln-Metcury Division

gas turbine pbnt which will turn out West-

inghousc J-40s for the Navy in a new facility,

location as yet undisclosed.

George A. Lenthwaitc has been named
general manager of Bendix Aviation's Pio-

neer Central division, Davenport, Iowa, with

Charles A. Wolf sticceeding him as Eclipse-

over the opening created bv the resignation

of W. W. Fisher, who joined Dawtrom.

Inc.. Elizabeth, N J.. as general manager of

George L. Zimmerman ha.s been made

manager of the assembly division at General

Electric’s Lockbnd, Ohio, turbojet facilih'.

In other moves at this locaHon, Paul Nichols

was named manager of development manu-

facturing division. A. w, Jacobsen was made

manager of the parls division, and Mate A.

DeFerranti has been named manager of

facilities.

Don O, Benson has been named man-

ager of general, aircraft and communications

engineering lor Northwest Airlines, succeed-

ing Carl E- Swanson, who has resigned.

INDUSTRY OBSERVER
^ Douglas C-124A emergency payload of over 70,000 lb. attained in lecent

Edwa^ AFB, Muioc, Calif, test flight, puts the big USAF cargo plane

well ahead of any other production aircraft in this country, and probably

in the world, as a load lifter. While the new C-124A feat is still short

of the Convair XC-99's record of lifting over 100,000 lb. payload, the

Douglas feat is mote significant, logistics-wise. USAF is iKginniDg to

accumulate a sizeable fleet of C-124AS and bos many mote on order, but

there is still only one of the six-engine XC-99s, and no firm plans for

Pentagon sources report that the Fiteye aircraft fire detector continues

in advanced test status but that it still has not been released for a produc-

tion contract. The equipment produced by Photo Switch, Inc., Cam-
bridge, Mass., is being flown in installations aboard the F-86A, T-33,

B-45, and B-50D and the Convair Tutbolincr. Air Force Fireye contract

currently is for $59,000.

Production problems involved in petting the two versions of the Pratt &
Whitney 1-48 turbojet into sufficient production to meet demands of

Naw and Air Force have brought about discussion of going back to the

Allison J-33 engine for some of the Lockheed F-94s (the principal Air

Force users of the J-48s). The F-94 versions will use an elongated after-

burner with the J-48, but the Grumman F9F-5 the Navy user of the J-48,

does not use the afterburner, even in the shorter version originally planned

for the Grumman plane. Chrysler was licensed by Pratt Sr Whitney to

build the J-48, but agreement provided for the Clitysler work to be done

in a new plant, and there has been no public indication yet that the new
plant is even started,

Convair’s 60-dee, sweptback delta wing XF-92.A last week was set for

additional test flints in the sonic ranee at Edwards AFB, Muroe, Calif,

Testing will be with a mote powerful, new Allison J-33-A-29 engine

fitted with afterburner, replacing the J-33-A-23 formerly installed. The
plane made more than 80 Eights, many in the transonic range, with

the former powerplant, and is expected to get substantially higher speeds

with the additional boost from the new powerplant.

U. S. technical representatives at the .Airworthiness division, Inter-

national Civil Aviation Organization meeting. Montreal, opposed a

definite decision to reverse airplane seats in transport aircraft, as a safety

measure. They were successful in blocking adoption of the plan, advrxated

especially by British representatives. U. S. spokesmen contended that

further studies should be made on other means of increasing safely of

passenger seating. A recommendation for a 50-percent increase in strength

of seat attachments was voted (See p. 68),

North American’s T-28 tandem .idvanced trainers are coming out

equipped with special ultra-violet and infra-red lighting on the instrument

panel, so that the panels can be used by trainees with "view limiter”

goggles in blind and night flying practice, without other extra equipment.

While Chase .Aircraft, because of other commihiients, is not expected

to go ahead with a study it made recently for installaflon of Allison T-40

tiirlxjprops installed on the versatile XC-123A assault transport, it is

understood that some phenomioal rate-of-climb figures for the proposed

powerplant installation have been closely scnilinized by military authori-

ties and, may be one reason for the popularity of the tiirboprops in the

new 25,000-ib--payload competition.

West Coast aviation observers ate watching with interest the number

of Convair people who are becoming connected with Hiller Helicopters

in one way and another as a possible key to the validity of some merger

talk which has been heard.

Second order to de Havilland Ltd., Canada, for Atmv Field Forces

liaison Beaver planes is reported to be on the order of 200 planes.
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Washington Roundup

Holding Down Defense

The top military command is giving full support to the

Administration's "go slow" program lor drfense.

At opening sessions on the 1952 fiscal vear military

budget, Undersecretary of Defense Robert Lovett, Joint

Chiefs of Staff Chairman Gen. Omar Bradley, and Chief
of Naval Operations Adm. Forrest Sherman have told

congressmen that “the services are getting every penny
they need or want.” Gen. Hoyt Vandenberg of the Air
Force has not yet been heard.

According to Rep, George Mahon, Chairman of the
House Defense Appropriations subcommittee, "they say
we are going to get the same program for $66 billion they
thought, last January, would take $104 billion.”

It’s the “same" program—but stretched out over several

years, instead of being compacted into the time between
now and the mid-1952 target date the JCS had set for

all-out war readiness.

The U.S. is readying itself for war, but not by mid '52.

Actually the difference is mote than $40 billion be-

cause prices have shot up; $104 billion wiU buy less now,
and probably in the future, than it would have at January
cost levels.

But, Mahon comments; “There isn’t the slightest indi-

cation of dissatisfaction on the part of the military with
the size and rate of the defense build-up.”

Washington observers say that Gen, Bradley, who now
tells congressmen they are getting the "same" defense
program for $66 billion that they would for $104 billion,

told the same congressmen over the months preceding
the June 26 Korean outbreak that the U.S. was getting
more defense when former Defense Secretary Louis John-
son started his economy program.

More Money-In January

The three services will shortly ask for more money
than the $60 billion recommended for the '52 fiscal year
by the President to take care of Korean war attrition.

But thev won't get it for a while.

The President's military budget for the '52 fiscal year,

which starts July 1, is based on the premise that the
fighting in the Par East will all be over by then, despite

the prospect for an all-out Chinese Communist spring
offensive.

Undersecretary Lovett and JCS Chairman Bradley
have assured House Appropriations Committee members
they will block the services' requests for seven or eight

months. Defense Department won’t be back asking Con-
gress for more money until next January, they say.

Rep. George Mahon explained: "They say money won't
be needed to take care of Korean losses for a good many
months—that we're not losing enough planes to matter
and that we’re well stocked on ammunition,”

No More Contract's

There won't be any mote plane or engine contracts for

at least another month. Air Porce and Navy have already

obligated all the money thev have available. The picture;
• Air Force. The $700 million for procurement now
pending in Congress, is to make down payments—between
the time it is okayed and July 1-on contracts already let.

USAF won’t have any more procurement money to obli-

gate until the '52 fiscal budget, with $10,9 billion for

planes and parts, is approved.
• Navy. All the money Navy had for planes and engines

was obligated by last December, Navy hasn't been
allowed any additional since then. BuAer won't have
funds to let new contracts until the '52 fiscal year budget,
with $5.4 billion for planes and parts, is approved.

If the services consider it urgent to move ahead on
production of a certain plane or engine, they will shift

funds from other activities and let a contract.

But generally, USAF and Navy won’t have money to

let new contracts until the new budget comes througfi.

The next flow of contracts to plane and engine manu-
facturers won’t come before July,

Guided Missile Setback

Defense Department's drastic cutback will slow Navy’s
and .Mr Force’s guided missile programs-supposedly top-

priority pegs in the defense build-up.

TTiisy^r, USAF had $150 million for missile procure-

ment; tbe proposed budget allows only $130 million for

next year. Navy has $101 million tiiis year; the new
budget gives it only $33 million.

Undersecretary Robert Lovett and Defense Depart-
ment Comptroller W, J, McNeil did not give any explana-

tion for the startling action.

Here and There
• U. S. Chamber of Commerce adopted a plank for a

single regulatory agency for all types of transportation at

its annual meeting,.

• Airmail Separation. Congress will probably turn down
CAB’S request for funds to make studies leading to the
establishment of compensatory rates for all domestic
routes by the end of the year. CAB asked for 525,000
as a starter. Senate Interstate and Foreign Commerce
Committee’s chairman, Sen, Edwin Johnson, opposes the
grant; "It will only delay legislation directing separation

of airmail pay from subsiiiization. While C.AB has studies

on, they wilf keep urging Congress to postpone and post-

pone—until they Mve finished their studies."

• Small Business. The abundant talk about giving small

firms a bigger slice of the defense business will increase.

But little will actually be done about it. The basic fact

is that piecemeal production of planes and other major
procurement items, as advocated by small business’

friend. Rep. Wright Patman, would send the cost of the

defense program skyrocketing. It is a case of laudable

theory not fitting tbe practical situation, observen say.

• Pilot Training. Congress won’t take up legislation set-

ting up a rcsets’e officers training program-and authoriz-

ing the 187 colleges with USAF ROTC programs and the
267 colleges with Army ROTC programs to contract with
rivate scTiooIs for Sight training—until the draft bill has
een cleared. This is on the shelf for the duration of the

-Mac.Arthur investigation. At best, it will be another
month before House and Senate Armed Sendees Commit-
tees get around to focusing on the ROTC measure.
• Investigations. Count on the House .4rmcd Services

Investigating Committee, headed by Rep. Edward Hebert,

to tackle construction contracts for base and plant expan-
sions as its first order of business.

—Katherine Johnsen
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role depends on the Ai

' who have joined forces. Chief Engineer Sboi

koff, left, and President Kaiser. Watching ai

IS, left, and Pnblic Relations Director Neil Moni

Kaiser Deal Spurs New Drive on C-123
Stock sale to auto firm gives Chase long

sought cash and production resources.

By Bctl S. Lrc

Trenton, N. J.—.-k S2.5-niillion pur-

chase of 49 percent of the Chase .Air-

craft Co.’s stock last week moved Edgar
Kaiser, president of Kaiser-Frazer Corp.,

more squarely into the middle of the

aircraft manufacturing business.

The new combination of Chase re-

search and development organization

with the added Kaiser-Frazer resources

and production puts a new light on
the whole combat and assault transport

picture, and has interesting implications

as well.

ICiiser became president and chief

executive officer or Chase Aircraft, as

a result of the stock transfer, while

Michael Stroiikoff, former president,

became vice president and chief engi-

neer in charge of research and develop-

ment. Jesse X. Cousins continues as

treasurer of Chase. .A new eight-mem-

ber board of director to be named this

week will include three Stroukoff nomi-

nees, three Kaiser nominees, and two

directors not now affiliated with either

company.
C-123 Future—Effect of the reorgani-

zation and new capital on Chase’s

C-123 assault transport program for

the Air Force was still not entirely

clear last week.

Air Force has programmed procure-

ment of approximately 400 of the trans-

orts for Army Field Forces, but has

een holding up the final go-ahead on
an order to Chase. Under the new ag-

gressive Kaiser leadership, Chase is ex-

pected to make a strong bid to cleat

awa\’ obstacles remaining and get pro-

duction rolling.

The Kaiser-Chase transaction also

had the aircraft industry speculating

last week as to ift effect on the Kaiser-

Frazer program for production of Fair-

child C-119 Packet combat transports

at the K-F plant at Willow Run, Mich.
Spicing industry conjectures was the

background knowledge that Fairchild

Engine & .Airplane Corp. had at first

vigorously opposed the Air Force-spon-

sored “.shotgun wedding” which made
Kaiser-Fr.izet a Fairchild licensee to

build the Packets. And further back-

ground was the fact that Fairchild

and Chase had been strong competitors

for the assault transport competition

won by the Chase C-123.

Flans—According to Edgar Kaiser,

while immediate plans ate to map out

complete engineering plans for military

production of the Chase YC-123. the

company will also begin exploration of

commercial application of various Chase

designs.

Stroukoff has already completed

mock-up of a new twin-engine local

scrs'ice transport which Kaiser and
Stroukoff botli belies'C to be revolu-

tionary from point of economy and
versatility. In its present configuration,

the new transport would be powered
by two Pratt & Whitney R-1340 en-

gines, seat 16 passengers plus crew,

cruise at 170 mph., and land at 64 mph.
The company, according to Strou-

koff, also has several other designs for

heavier, more powerful, long-range

transports—in turboprop and turbojet

versions—which are scheduled for com-
plete analysis with an eve to manufac-
ture under the new organization.

Two Sources—.Air Force has already

indicated that it desires two sources of

supply for militarj' production of the

Chase YC-123 because of military re-

quirements. .A survey team, sent by
Lt, Gen. Kenneth B. Wolfe, Deputy
Chief of Staff for -Materiel, has just

completed an inspection of the Chase
Trenton facility to determine its suit-

ability for production of the YC-123-

Ils findings nave not yet been disclosed.

Second source supplier for the YC-
123 is now under consideration by tlie

Air Force and that manufacturer is to

be named within the next two weeks.

Air Force Undersecretarx- John A.

McCone has indicated that the second

source supplier will probably be an

aircraft company whicli has not, until

now. figured prominentiv in defense

production. There are sex’eral com-
panies. he said, which have bad envi-

able aircraft production experience.
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work completing proposals to place tlie

YC-123 in initial production at the

Chase Trenton facility and later in

major production at either tire former

Bechtol-McCone-Parsons plant in Bir-

mingham or at the former Douglas-

Chicago plant which is still held in

stand-by status by USAF.
Chase now leases six bays of the

Birmingham facility and is pressing

USAF for authorization of major pro-

duction there. But Air Force has pre-

viously indicated that it holds recapture

rights to that facility, and some Pen-
tagon installations experts do not
consider it entirely suitable as a pro-

duction site for a major aircraft. There
is some USAF consideration, carrying

considerable weight at present, to con-

verting the Birmingham facility for

use as a modification center for a cur-

rent production aircraft. For this rea-

son, It is reported. Chase is also sub-

mitting alternate proposals for the use

of the Douglas-Chicago facility.

The Dou^as-Ch icago facility is now
being used as a temporary storage depot
for the National Air Museum and a

considerable number of liistoricallv fa-

mous aircraft are now hangated there.

In addition, according to USAF. several

other minor activities are now being

conducted there but the facility is avail-

able for aircraft manufacture if needed
in the mobilization program.

Kaiser-Fairchild Production—Acqui.si-
tion of the interest in the Chase Air-

craft Co., Kaiser stated, will in no ivay

affect C-119 production.

Tooling engineering for Kaiser pro-

duction of the C-119 at Willow Run
is now virtually complete, he said, and
the first production model should be
flying by the end of the year. Peak
production rate called for by USAF
should be reached in a comparatively

short time thereafter, he declared.

"As a matter of fact,” Kaiser con-
tinued, "we intend to transfer approxi-

mately 200 of our top engineering tool-

ing per.sonnc? from Willow Run to

Trenton as their activities with the

Fairchild project are completed.” The
transfer is expected in the next 30
days. The Chase Trenton facility now
enmloys approximately 800.

Stroukoff disclosed that both Chase
and Kaiser-Frazer will begin an imme-
diate recruiting program to gain another

500 employes within the next 90 days.

These will come primarily from tw’o

sources—Kaiser West Coast operations

and in re-hires in the Chase Trenton

Purpose of the immediate expansion

of Trenton personnel, Kaiser explained,

is to expedite Chase Aircraft's existing

production engineering contract with

the Ait Force. A committee has already

been appointed to review Chase's pro-

duction engineering organization, he

Chase already lias on hand enough
material to build 25 more C-125 planes

at Trenton together with permanent
jigs and sufficient tooling to begin

their production immediately upon re-

ceipt of contract, Stroukoff said.

Current company thinking is that

initial production will be performed
in Trenton with a request for major

production at a larger facility else-

where. If this is authorized W Air
Force, the Trenton facility will be re-

tained for components manufacture of

the military production C-125. The
company will liold its Trenton facility

intact, btroukoff said.

Chase Background—Stroukoff formed
the Chase Aircraft Co. in New York
in February, 1943. During succeeding

years Chase designed, built, and flew

se\en different troop- and careo-carry-

ing gliders and transports. 'Phis was

climaxed last month when the com-
pany flew the first American-deieloped

jet transport, a jet-powered version of

the XC-123. This was the first time

that one aircraft had flown as a glider,

with conventional engines and with

jet power.

I he jet version, powered by four GE
J-47 jet engines, is still in its experimen-
tal stages. The J-47s develop 5200-lb.

thrust each.

The first craft built by Chase was
the CG-14, all-wood troop-canving

glider, capable of carrying 14 pas-

sengers. It was flown for the first time
in January, 1945. Tlie second craft

produced by Chase, the CG-14.\. was
a 23-place glider. It was of similar de-

sign to the CG-14, but with tubular

metal frame and plywood skin.

The company moved to Trenton in

December, 1946, and undertook con-

struction of the CG-18, an all-metal,

30-place glider, and flew it 12 months
later. In November. 1948, Chase flew

the YC-122 twin-engine troop- and
cargo-carrying transport, marking the

company's entry into the powered air-

craft field.

The XC-123. latest of Stroukoff's de-

signs, is capable of carrying 60 pas-

.sengers and was first test flown in

October, 1949. Shortly thereafter, the

identical design was flown as a glider

and designated CG-20.
Both these craft, along with the

YC-122 and the CG-18. were evaluated

hv the USAF and Army at Elgin AFB,
Fla., last fall, together with assault

transport-type entries of two other

major manufacturers. The XC-123 won
f.4.vuTiON Week Oct. 23).

How Rentzel Sees

Transport Future
Within three years, helicopters will

be giving short-haul passenger service

and perhaps local airline service; turbo-

prop transports will be introduced on
the airlines; trunkline planes will cruise

at 400 mph.; airline passenger traffic

will be double last year's; and air freight

haulage will have multiplied.

These are statements by Commerce
Undersecretary Delos Rentzel to the

fourth Wisconsin Aeronautics Con-
ference. He says these arc not pre-

dictions, “they are based on the eco-

nomic and technical facts. . .
.”

The remarks, Rentzel did not need to

emphasize, were made with the con-

sideration that the nation's industrial

power does not have to be turned com-
pletely over to a war economy made
necessary by an attack on the U. S. over

that period.

"In addition, on certain segments

of local airline operations we may soon

begin experimenting on the use of pas-

senger helicopters. We already have

plans for helicopters to cany passengers

from downtown areas out to principal

air terminals. But we also have some
expectation that as the helicopter de-

velops it will be used on longer opera-

tions, and thus develop into a local air-

line transport.”

As to war’s effect, he says: "Of course,

war could alter anv or all of these de-

velopments. but 1 believe personally

that it would only quicken the time of

their arrival. . , . Yhe military knows now
the value of maintaining a strong, fast

and powerful civil air transportation

system, and for that reason 1 am con-

fident that air transportation would
continue deselopment under war con-

ditions.”

Within the next year, Rentzel says,

“we will see a special small modem
transport type introduced in our local

airlines that will improve their service

and be far mote economical for them
to operate than the present war sur-

plus C-47s.” (See storv on p, 68).

Korea Air Losses
UN plane losses in Korea due to

enemv action have been 212 through

May 9, Lt. Gen, O. P. Weyland, new
deputy commander of the Tactical .Air

Command has stated. As of that date,

enemy plane losses are estimated at 149

destroyed, 27 probables, 167 damaged.

Of these, 139 were hit on the CTound.

MiG-15 casualties were given oy the

general as S3 destroyed, 17 probables

and 103 damaged.

First of a Series .... Page 21The Atom: Power for Flight
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XF-92A DELTA WING: Inspiration for Convaii’s Navy shipboard fighter design?

Navy Studies Radical New Fighter

Convair and Lockheed are building convertiplane-like

prototypes around Allison T-40 turboprop engine.

The Navy’s answer to the recent Air
Force and Army convertiplane compe-
tition is in the development mill.

It will be a fast turboprop interceptor

with a rate of climb expected to far out-

strip that of present fighters, jet or

propeller. But even more significant

will be its takeoff and landing charac-

teristics. Specifications call for it to

make virtual helicopter takeoffs and
landings using its propeller as a rotor.

Presumably it will also be able to hover

like a copter, or nearly so.

Two Competitors—*rwo West Coast
companies, Convair and Lockheed, are

developing prototypes, both using the

Allison T-40 dual-section turboprop en-

gine as powerplant. While the original

Allison T-40 engine was credited with

5500 equivalent shaft hp., a more-

advanced version of the T-40 is under-

stood to step up the power to the

vicinity of 8000 hp.

All three major propeller manufactur-

en, Curtiss-Wright, .Aeroproducts and
Hamilton Standard, are reported to be

preparing six-blade dual-rotation propel-

lers for both entries in the competition.

West Coast sources see a close simi-

larity between the new Convair entry

and the Convair XF-92A delta-wing jet

experimental Air Force plane as far as

fuselage and wing configuration is con-

Howevet, both new planes will have
their noses pointed skyward at a much
greater angle than is customary for to-

day’s aircraft and will have landing gear

more like helicopter gear than like con-

v'cntional aircraft, it is understood.

Planes will be designed for shipboard

operation, and presumably will be capa-

ble of operating from virtually aiw size

carrier, if they attain the takeoff and
landing characteristics aimed at.

The new designs will represent a new
concept—combining the advantages of

turboprop engine power with the special

features of helicopter planes. The speci-

fications for a plane similar in theory

indicate what may be expected.

“Flying Pancake”—A forerunner of

the planes now being developed was the

World War II Chance Vought "Flying
Pancake” XF5U-1. Although completed
at war’s end, it never flew in its full-

power. full-scale version and was shelved

and finally scrapped. The drastic cut-

backs which hit Naval aviation in the

early postwar years were so severe that

Navy could not or did not find even the

small amount of funds necessary to carry

out the plane's flight test program.

In the light of the present new pro-

gram, the XF5U-l’s design specifica-

tions are interesting. The plane was
powered by two Pratt & Whitney
R-2000 Twin Wasp engines buried in

the Urge circular planform wing on
either side of the cockpit. These drove
by means of right-angle transmission

shafts, four-blade Hamilton Standard
propellers mounted at the wingtips,

using a 5-to-l reduction gear ratio. Spe-
cial clutches permitted either engine to

drive both propellers in emergency one-

engine-out condition.

Propellers were specially developed
for the XF5U-1 with articuUted blades

similar to those used on helicopter

rotors. This means that at high angles

of attack the blades would move for-

ward at constant pitch and then flatten

out as they moved aft, so that plane was
to be capable of hovering at low or zero

Plane was designed for a speed range

of from 40 mph. to 425 mpn. with ex-

pectation that a later model with turbo-

prop power could attain an even wider

range of zero to 550 mph.
Low Hovering Speeds—Low or zero

hovering speeds were to be attained by
nosing uie plane up into vertical climb

position and hovering on its propellers.

The lower the forward speed, tire more
power would be requireif for hovering.

Since the Chance Vought plane,

which was designed by Charles Zimmer-
man, well-known NACA engineer, there

have been marked advances in power-

plants and in propellers which may give

the new aircraft even more phenomenal
performance than that which was pro-

jected for the Flying Pancake.

Study Civil Air Role

In A-Bomb Defenses
Civil aviarion's role in the emergency

transportation picture in the event of

an atomic attack will be studied in

AVashington next week. The examina-

tion will take place before federal, civil

and military aviation authorities at a
forum of leading civil aviation organiza-

tions May 28 at the Mayflower Hotel.

Under sponsorship of the Aero-

nautical Training Society, an organiza-

tion of large aviation technical and
flight schoms, the seven-man forum
panel will discuss "Civil Aviation’s

M-Day Role.”

These are the participants and their

organizations; Milton Arnold, Air

Transport Assn.; Joseph T, Geuting,

Jr., Aircraft Industries Assn,;
J.

B,

Hartianft, Aircraft Owners and Pilots

Assn.; Crocker Snosv. National Assn,

of State Aviation Officials: Wayne
Weishaar, Aeronautical Training So-

cietv; N. F. Silsbee, Corporation Air-

craft Owners Assn,; A. B. Curry, Air-

port Operators Council.

The forum will be a feature of the

annual ATS meeting and election of

officers- Charles F. Home, CAA Admin-

istrator-nominee, will address the gather-

ing.
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B-36 Too Big?
AF cites low loss rate

as criticism follows on

recent crashes.

The Air Force, studying two recent
B 36 crashes, is receiving complaints
that the big bomber is too much air-

plane-too complex a machine with its

ten engines and myriad of electronic

controls and weapon devices.

In a ten-day period—Apr. 27 to May 6
—AF lost two of its most complex stra-

tegic air weapons, representing, in dol-

lars, a write-off of approximately $8
million, and, in lives, a loss of 36 highly

trained crewmen and civilian technical

experts.

AF says loss rates of new aircraft in
early stages of development inevitably
are going to be high. As experience is

gained, accident loss rates lower propor-
tionately. While the B-36 bomber can-

not be considered strictly in the “new"
plane category, the constant addition of
new equipment and devices to improve
the plane’s performance virtually hold
the big bomber in "new” category.

Loss Rate Dropping—According to

Brig. Gen. John B. Montgomery, Stra-

t^ic Air Command director of opera-
tions. B-36 loss rate, based on standard
of 100,000 flying hours, has gradually
lowered since’ the plane first flew in

1946 and will as’crage just below the
loss rates of the SAC medium bombers.
Contributing reason for the lower loss

rate of the big bombers is that their

crews are generally older, more experi-

enced men.
To date, Montgomery said, there has

been no pattern which could set up
criteria for accident causes. As an ex-

ample, he pointed out that during the
last three years there have been two
accidents attributable to human error;

one due to combination of materiel and
human error; one due directly to mate-
riel failure; and the collision with an
F-Sl fighter, unavoidable from fte B-36
standpoint.

That tabulation, Montgomery said,

indicates that the B-36 is mechanically
sound.

Accident Roll—Below, are reports on
accidents to the B-36 bombers during
the last three years;

• May 6. 1951—Vicinity of Albuquer-
que, N. Mex.. B-36 making a GCA land-

ing because of the high, gusty wind con-
ditions- Right wing touchetf ground on
an attempt to pull up in course correc-

tion damaging right jet engine. No. 6
and possibly No. 5 engine. The plane
crashed and burned. 23 fatalities.

• Apr. 27, 1951—Vicinity of Camev,
Okla. collision of B-3^ and F-Sl.
Accident unavoidable on part of B-36
bomber- Findings indicate an error in

Odd Flight Adds
\Vith firm orders already received

for the first 21 Aero Commander ex-

ecutive planes, officers of the Aero
Design dr Engineering Co. last week
were planning on a production rate of
two planes a week at their Tulakes Air-

port Plant at Oklahoma City.

First production plane is scheduled
for completion in July. Production
planes will be slightly ehlaiged versions

of the prototype .\ero Commander
which May 9 flew non-stop with a

single engine from Oklahoma City to
Washington National Airport. It cov-

ered the 1160-mile distance at a speed
of 149 mph. in an elapsed time of 7 hr.

55 min. To demonstrate the single-

engine performance more graphically,

the left propeller was removed for the
entire flight, as illustrated. Pilots for the
demonstration flight were Bert Bantle
and E. R. Morris.

Enlargement will include lengthen-

judgraent on the part of the F-51 fighter

pilot. There is no final proof on
cause as yet. 13 fatalities.

• Nov. 22, 1950—Vicinity of Carswell

.^FB, Tex. electronic control system of
B-36 regulator controlling fuel mixture
to superchar^, spark gaps, etc., failed

to operate, findings indicated that the
equipment was operable but for some
unaccountable reason, the power system
controlling the equipment failed. Crash
was charged off as materiel failure, Two
fatalities.

• Feb. 14, 1950—.At sea, off coast of
British Columbia. Findings indicated

that severe carburetor chamber icing re-

sulted in back-fire and fire in two en-

gines. Five crew members still listed as

Sales Appeal
ing the fuselage 14 inches, widening
fuselage 4 inches, redesigned nacelles,

said to result in a 6-percent reduction in

drag, one-third increase in fuel capacity,

and increase of gross weight to 48,000
lb. Price tag continues at 545,000. Carl
Wooten, sales manager, is setting up a
system of 10 distributors, seven of

whom have already been chosen for the
assignment.

About 150 flight hours have been
logged with the prototype since it con-

verted to the 260-hp. Lycoming GO-
435-C2 engines which will be used to

power the production planes. Previously

the prototype had installed two 190-hp.
Lycoming 0-435 engines which had
loMed some 500 flight hr.

Principal Aero Desi^ officers are R.
T. Amis, president; W, T, Amis, vice

president; George Pew, board chairman;
Ted Smith, general manager and chief

design engineer, and Wooten.

missing in resulting crash.

• September 1949—Take-off from Cars-
well AFB. B-36 washed into Lake
Worth on takeoff due to inexplicable re-

versing of two engine propellen. Exact
findings for reversing of props is classi-

fied. Five fatalities.

Interchange Battle
Tentative approval of the National-

Panagra interchange by the Civil Aero-
nautics Board will be fought out in oral

argument before the Board, probably
in June. Eastern, Pan American, and
the four P.AA directors of Panagra have
filed petitions for reconsideration and
withdrawal of the C.AB tentative order.
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High-Flying Bell

Large supersonic stable

and copter production

mark successful year.

What is probably the largest stable of
high-altitude supersonic research craft

anywhere in the world is being fashioned
at Bell Aircraft Corp., with six offspring

of the famed X-l in process.

The company's annual report lists

these as the No, 3 X-i, the X-IA, X-IB,
X-ID, X-2 and X-5. Each, according to
Bell, is designed for a different purpose.
• No. 3 X-l will have the turbine fuel

pump which will add to the plane’s

range and presumably give it the per-

formance originally specified for the
XS-1; 1700 mph. at 80,000 ft,

• X-IA, X-IB, X-ID will be similar to

the X-I series, but will have special in-

strumentation to enable each to under-

take investigations of particular aspects

of supersonic flight.

• X-2, like the X-ls, will be rocket-

powered, but will have sweptback wings,

use stainless steel extensively and is de-

signed for "considerably" higher speed
and altitude than the X-ls.
• X-5 is the most highly secret of all

the Bell X planes, and Bell adds a fillip

to speculation about it by stating that

it will gather data “of a different nature

than that resulting from X-l and X-2
flights and therefore the three airplanes

Research Emphasis—Bell’s emphasis

on these research planes and other ex-

perimental work is indicated by the fact

that engineers represent 20 percent of

total company employment. And the

future course of the company may be
deduced from the statement that 60

E
ercent of the total engineering man-
ours last year was spent on guided

missiles and rocket engine work.
Last year Bel! put some of its missiles

into production. Types are unspecified,

but the company is working on air-to-

surface and air-to-air types, and is doing
research on surface-to-air and surface-to-

surface missiles.

Copter Division—While the com-
pany's experimental work was growing,

its helicopter business likewise was ex-

panding, and right out of Bell's home
area. First, the company set up a sepa-

rate division for its helicopter operations

and moved them into a leased plant in

Buffalo. .At the same time it started

work on a new plant in Ft. Worth
which, when completed, will house the

complete helicopter division (AvtATtos

Week Apr. 9. p. 15).

In genera], the helicopter division's

growth has been part of overall indus-

try growth stemming from the national

emergency. But in particular, the de-

mand for helicopters stems from an
amazing record compiled in Korea.

Bell says, "As a result, (of the Korean
experience) every branch of the military

in this country, as well as in other

countries, is procuring or planning pro-

curement of helicopters.”

Here is Bell’s lineup; the three-place

fI-1 3D for the Army and HTL-4 for the

Navy and Marines; the 10-place YH-12
for the Air Force; the two-place XII-15
for the Air Force; the commercial three-

place 47D-1; and what Bell says is the

largest copter for which a production

contract has been awarded, the XHSL-1

,

This Navy machine is the first heli-

copter designed especially for anti-sub-

marine duty. It has tandem rotors pow-
ered bv a single 2300-hp. Pratt & \Vhit-

ney Rl2800 engine.

in addition. Bell was one of the three

winners in the recent AF-Army design

competition for a convertiplane.

Bell's operations last year showed a

strong comeback from the strike-riddled

production of 1949. Income was up to

536,362.832, as compared to $11,984,-

381 in 1949. And profit after taxes

soared to $1,468,120 from 1949’s$204.-

142. The company's backlog likewise

showed a healthy rise, to a postwar peak

of 5225 million.

Salaries List of

Equipment Makers
Top salaries paid by aircraft equip-

ment manufacturing firms during 1950

are listed in a partial survey by Avia-

TroM Week.
Earning details (svith 1949 earnings

in parentheses) are:
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SEC Lists Latest

Slock Transactions

Fairchild, Republic

Wage Pacts Studied
Two aircraft wage agreements grant-

ing increases of 15 cents an hour—ex-
ceeding the 10-percent wage increase

ceiling-await consideration of the re-

organized Wage Stabilization Board.

One is between Fairchild Aircraft,

Hagerstown. Md- and the CIO United

Auto W'orkers. The other, between

Republic Aviation, Long Island, N. Y.,

and the International Association of

Machinists, AFL, also provides some
fringe benefits on top of the 15-cent

aircraft contracts arc included

I of Labor Statistics in

the terminat

D employes. Expires i

’

y be reopened in June.

1 (Los Angeles) and
‘0 emploves. Expires

, but has quarterly

adjustment,

n L. Martin and UAW-CIO.
mployes. Expires in October.

Canadian Fighter

Production Rising
Production of F-86E Sabre fighters at

the Canadair Ltd. plant, Montreal, is

expected to reach its planned rate this

summer or early autumn, and the

CF-100 Canuck fighter built at A. V.
Roe Canada Ltd.. Toronto,

’

for the Royal Canadian Air Force each

month by the end of 1951.month tl

RC.^F* is to purchase boml
now that the fighter pr<

’

iinderwav, Claxton stated.

MIT Copter Course
special helicopter course in auto-

matic stabilization and control will be
given at Massachusetts Institute of

Technology, July 9-lS. Course is for

graduate engineers with aeronautical ex-

perience; preference will be given those

now working on rotary-wing aircraft.
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Our Valve Division Plant at

Battle Greek, Michigan

is equipped with highly specialized

Eaton-developed facilities

for the production of
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iIOYaXIVAHE^AIRCRAFT FANS

provide ice-protection for Parked Packets

The Fairchild Packet must be ready at all times to

carry airborne troops or supplies to forward areas.

The wings of parked aircraft, however, sometimes
become coated with ice or frost which may literally

stop them cold. To minimize this possibility, Fairchild

engineers designed a forced hot-air system for wing-
panel de-icing while the plane is on the ground. Two
Joy AXIVANE Aircraft Fans supply combustion and
ventilating air to eight 400,000 BTU heaters. The
heated air can be valved either into the wing panels

or into the cargo and cabin space. No space is wasted
by the fans, since their compact size permits them to

be installed between the vertical fuselage frames.

Each of these highly-efBcient l.S H.P. fans produces
1100 C.F.M. at 5.5" static pressure, yet weighs only 22
pounds and is only 9" in diameter. A & N design
specifications. Superior features of all Joy Aircraft

Fans are compact design, shock-resistant strength,

minimum operating noise, and the most favorable air

volume-io-weight and electric-to-air power ratios.

• Joy designs and builds each fan to the exact requirements for

which it is intended. Each fan, therefore, is custom-englncered
for highest efficiency, For many purposes stock fans Can be
supplied from the extensire line ^read^ designed.^Both single

Here ere some of the many uses for Joy AXIVANE
Aircraft Fans: Windshield de-frosting, windshield
or wing de-icing, cabin heating, cabin ventilating,

cockpit heating, cooling radio and electronic
equipment, cooling voltage regulators, oil cooling,

gear-box cooling, instrument cooling, air recircu-

lation, and high-altitude pressurizer boosting.

Write for Bulletin, o

100 Yeors of Engineering Leadership

JOY MANUFACTURING COMPANY
GENERAL OFFICES: HENRY W. OLIVER BUILDING • PITTSBURGH 22, PA.

IN CANADA: JOY MANUFACTURING COMPANY (CANADA) LIMITED, GAIT, ONTARIO

AERONAUTICAL ENGINEERING

The Atom: Power for Flight

Almosy six years ago, the first atomic explosion shattered the quiet of dawn
over the New Mexico desett. Less than one month later, two modem cities

were devastated by the energy stored in chunks of material die size of your fist,

The heat that vaporized Hiroshima and Nagasaki was released in one-mil-

lionth of a second. It was unbridled, uncontrolled power production. But there

were thoughts of controlling it. of ways to slow down the process and to make the

enormous power reserve in the atom available to drive turbines, wheels, propellers.

In February op t his year came the announcement that the feasibility of air-

craft propulsion by nuclear energy had been demonstrated in theoiy. With that

simple statement of fact, the aircraft industry was presented with a new world full

of possibilities—and associated problems, iiince February, Aviation Week has

been gathering the material necessary to acquaint you with this new source of

power. The result is a series ot four articles, of which this is the first, intended

as a background necessary to the understanding of nuclear energy and its applica-

tion to the propulsion of aircraft.

By David A. Aiiderton

Present ideas on atomic stiuctiire visualize it as anala-

gous to our solar system—a central nucleus (sun) sur-

rounded by orbital electrons (planets).

There are three structural building blocks from which

all atoms are made:
• The electron, lightest particle capable of separate exist-

ence, carrying a negative charge of electricity.

• The proton, a particle 18J7 times the mass of the elec-

tron, carrying a positive charge of electricity of equal

magnitude to the negative charge of the electron.

• The neutron, a particle of mass about equal to the

proton, but carrying no electrical charge.

Any atomic nucleus— trillion of them in a line would

span one inch—is built of an integral number of protons.

Hydrogen—the simplest atom—contains one proton.

Uranium has 92.

The number of orbital electrons exactly equals the

number of protons in the nucleus; thus, the resultant

charge on the atom is zero.

Structural Number—The number of protons in any

atomic nucleus is called the atomic number of the sub-

stance. (Therefore, for uranium, the atomic number is

92.)

The mass miinbcr is a whole number which represents

the approximate ratio of the mass of any atomic nuclais

to the mass of one proton. The word “approximate”

is used in the definition to sidestep the awkward use of

fractional numbers.

Uranium in nature occurs in three varieties, of mass

numbers 234, 235 and 238.

Tlieie are chemically identical species of atoms which

have the same atomic number (and therefore the same

atomic structure) hut different mass numbers (wliicli

means that tlieir nuclear structure differs). Such non-

identical twins are called isotopes. U234, U235 and

U238 are all isotopes of uranium.

There has to be sonic way to explain the existence of

isotopes and the difference in mass numbers. And here

i.s where the neutron comes in.

New Particle—The neutron, star performer in the

atomic theater, is a recent (1932) addition to the cast.

It is a component of atomic nuclei. The fact that the

[sarticle is uncharged delayed its discovery—and also

makes the free neutron a high-speed atomic projectile

impossible of direct detection.

The number of neutrons in an atom is defined by

the difference between the mass number and the atomic

number. For Uranium 235, the mass number is 255;

subtracting the atomic number. 92, leaves 143 neutron.?.

Tlic present view of nuclear structure assumes binding

forces between protons and neutrons in the same nucleus,

coupled with repulsion between positiiely charged pro-

tons. Apparently these forces interact so that only some

combinations of protons and neutrons are stable, h'or a

simple nucleus of few neutrons and protons, stability

exists when their numbers are about equal. I’or more

complex structures, the numbei of neutrons needed

increases disproportionatdv until, at soincwlicrc around

150 neutrons, stable nuclei cease to exist.

Work to Do—In order to disrupt a stable nucleus, work

must be done, Einstein's famous equation relating mass

and energy indicates that the total mass of a stable

nucleus should be actually less than the mas,s of the

separate protons and neutrons that comurise the nucleus.

Tlie difference in mass should be the equivalent of the

energy needed to form—or break up—the nucleus. And
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EXTERNAL WRENCHING NUTS

Sizes from \i" lo m" NF Thread Series

ONE-PIECE SELF-LOCKING NUTS

r bolh a stop and a lech nut, due
ehich lock pmilittl), even under
! is unusualiy uniform—within a
and "regulor" types; NC and NF
roved by many U. S. depts.,

Wn'fe for further information on tAecs UNBRAKO and FLEXLOC Products.

STANDARD PRESSED STEEL CO.
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to considerations of power generation is

known as fission. And we are particu-

larly concerned with the fission of uran-

ium, althougli some other fissionable

materials may enter into discussion from

Recent Addition—Discovery of uran-

ium fission occurred only a little over

twelve years ago. There arc two ways to

look at the process; direct description is

one, but a simple analogy is perhaps .1

better introduction.

Atomic nuclei have been compared to

drops of water lield together by the

binding force of surface tension. Any
distortion of the water drop from its

spherical shape can only be accom-
plished by the addition of” energy.

Suppose some energy is added” to ttie

water drop—it could be the impact of a

speck of dirt blown through it by the

wind-and the drop is broken up into

smaller droplets. If there were high-

speed photographs of the process, yon
could see that the drop, on impact, be-

gins to take the shape of a dumbbell.
And you could then see the two bulbs
of the dumbbell become mote spherical

and finally, the thin thread of fluid be-

tween them would break. The two
droplets would at first be unsymmetrical

where the fluid's thread had been at-

tached, but surface tension would soon

form each into a splieie.

Crudely, this is wliat happens in nu-
clear fission. More sophisticatedly. this

is what occurs:

Nuclear Fission—.A free neutron,
coasting through the nebulous structure

of the outer electron shell of an atom,
slams into the nucleus. The addition of
the neutron creates a compound nu-
cleus, and the system shows an energs-

rise. If there is enough energy to de-

form the atomic structure (to some-
thing analagous to the dumbbell in the
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water drop process) the nucleus breaks

info two separate fragments propelled

in opposite directions. There is a net
decrease of the mass of tliis system (un-

like what happens in fragmentation of

the waterdrop), this mass difference ap-

pears in the fornj of energy.

The two fragments svhich were
formed by fission have atomic numbers
and mass numbers which «hen totaled

ghe the mass number and atomic num-
ber of the original single nucleus. But
the two fragments' nuclei are actually

unstable; they have a combination of

neutrons and protons which cannot stay

in equilibrium.

So in order to maintain equilibrium,
the atomic structure must rearrange it-

self. It can do this by ejecting all the
surplus neutrons, by converting the
neutrons into protons by giving off elec-

trons. or by some combination of these
two possibilities.

Unequal Products—'With uranium,
the fission products arc not of equal
mass; instead, they are of mass numbers
about HO and 90'. Only a few neutrons
are emitted; the remainder of the proc-

ess is the emission of electrons (radio-

active decay) until stable nuclei arc

formed.

Using current data for binding ener-

gies, calculations show that this partieu-

far rearrangement gives a final total

mass considerably less than the original

mass of uranium, and that tremendous
amounts of energ)' are released.

Most of this fission energy appears in

the kinetic energy of the fission frag-

inents-the two unstable nuclei men-
tioned before. These particles, follow-

ing their formation, have speeds around

22 million mph, Tlie kinetic energy due
to this high speed produces, by colli-

sions, a temperature rise in the reactor.

In the meantime, the neutrons which
were liberated have been tearing into

other nuclei, disrupting and Forcing

structural changes, with the further re-

lease of fission particles and neutrons.

And this brings us to the concept of the

chain reaction.

Definition—Chain reaction is a de-

scriptive term which prettv much de-

fines the process. It means simply that

one fission process releases some free

neutrons which initiate other fission

processes. .And these in turn trivet

more fission processes. The whole chain

reaction takes only a short time, if al-

lowed to proceed unchecked.

As one example of the speed of re-

action and the amount of energy liber-

ated, consider doubling tlie nuclei

which undergo fission in each step or

generation. In eighty generations. Fhere

would be 10 to the 24th power neutrons

in the svstem, which is enough to cause

the fission of every uranium nucleus

in a little over half a pound of uranium.

The energy released would be 6.7 mil-
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400% MORE OUTPUT on <am frocks

when strelch-wrap formed on a HUFFORP!
The Hufford Slrclch press is not limited to the forming of

tional sheet and extrusion parts alone. Here's a sample of Ingenious thinking

at Boeing Airplane Company which produced 400% more wing flap cam
tracks in the same time period. Formerly made on a hydraulically controlled

duplicator from 75-5T extrusions, the redesigned parts were milled from raw
extrusions then stretch-wrap formed to

contour. Where originally only 3 parts

were produced in 4 hours, 12 parts arc

now made in the same elapsed time by
stretch-wrap forming—an increase of

400%! This process has completely re-

placed former manufacturing methods In unnti
the Wichita plant,

MACHINE WORKS, INC

more atoms (middle), rieed iiciitiuns are

aimed to collide with nuclei of four 11235

atoms, continuing chain,

lion hp.-hr. And tlic time for com-

pletion of the process would be less

than I millionth of a second.

Tlic uncontrolled release of such

enonnou.s amounts of energy in such

short time results in a fantastic explo-

sion. And it is tri^ered by one infini-

tesimal neutron.

Reaction Guarantee—To guarantee

successive fission processes, there must
he free neutrons available. The number
depend.s on what happens to each neu-

tron; there are three possibilities:

• Neutrons can escape from the system,

which means a complete loss of those

nculrons.

• Neutrons can be caphired without

fission by impurities eitlicr in the uran-

ium or in the fission products.

Neutrons can cause fission, and in so

doing, liberate more neutrons.

^Vhich of these three occurs dej^ends

on the physical structure of the sys-

tem, and on the critical sire.

By definition, the critical size of a

fission system is the size that produces

zero change in the total number of neu-

trons in the sy-stem. Re-arranging this

a bit, when a fission system is at critical

size, tlie number of neutrons produced

by fission exactly bal.inces the number
lost by escape or absorption.

,\ system of smaller than critical size

can not sustain a chain reaction.

Reaction Maintenance—Tied in with

the concept of critical size is the use of

a factor sshich defines the system’s abil-

ity to maintain a chain reaction. Tliis

Microcast'
assures performance

SAVES Machine tools, Man power

Performance-Proved Solution

to Many Defense Problems

The Microcast Process of precision

casting provides the rapid, completely sat-

isfactory answer to many of today's pro-

duct ion-for-mofailizat ion problems. Micro-

castings mean substantial savings in criti-

cal materials and man power. Tooling is

simplified and inexpensive, with tool

breakage eliminated. Today, too. there's

a wider design latitude and alloy choice

with Microcasiings than ever . . . thunks to

the performance- proved experience of

World War II and ever since.

Virtually every leading jet aircraft engine

ing. Design engineers of these revolution-

ary power plants know Microcascing's

outstanding advantages . . .
features ilui

may well lie into your present production

MICROCAST DIVISION
ijl AUSTENAL LABORATORIES, INC.

fOCAST
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ftctor is called the multiplication factor,

or sometimes, the reproduction factor.

Actually, this factor defines the num-
ber of neutrons in successive genera-

tions in the fission process. If, for ex-

ample, a particular reaction starts with

200 neutrons on hand, and one genera-

tion later there arc 300 neutrons, the

multiplication factor of the system is

300/200, or 1.5.

If this factor is greater than 1.0, a

chain reaction is possible. If less, there

is no possibility of maintaining the

chain reaction.

Up to now, we have talked about the

atom and its structure; about the forces

that bind the nucleus together and

about how this force can be released.

We have seen that the release of energy

from one atomic nucleus can trigger off

a series of successive energy releases

which can propagate at enormous rates.

If permitted to develop unchecked, the

result is a Hiroshima, a Nagasaki, a

Bikini.

If controlled, the result is power gen-

eration without coal or oil fuels, or a

submarine or battleship that would re-

quire perhaps only annual refueling. Or
—an aircraft that can fly nonstop to any

place in the world and back, and do it

several days in a row without refueling.

And this is the application for us.

(Next Week: The conversion of nuclear

energy to power.

)

Jet Engine Cans

Give Protection
New orders reported for jet engine

steel shipping cans point up the grow-

ing importance of these containers as

protective housings.

Developed by Rheem Mfg. Co. in

collaboration with General Electric

Co.'s Aviation Gas Turbine division

and the Air Materiel Command, these

flotablc cans open along a longitudinal

seam into two "bathtub” halves.

For shipment, the can is hermetically

sealed and filled with de-bumidified ait

under light pressure, A relief valve re-

leases pressure if it teaches too high a

value. An external humidity indicator

shows the presence of any moisture in

the can.

A shockmount system insures against

engine "in resonance” vibration, as

mtfht occur in freight car shipment-

Engine mount bolts are easily re-

inovM from the shockmount installa-

tion, cutting engine removal time from

a closed-container start to about 2 man-

hours.

The Rheem radial engine container,

made in sizes up to those accommo-

dating the R-4360, was developed

from an original type pioneered by the

Navy Bureau of Aeronautics and Pratt

& Whitney Aircraft.

FOR RESISTANCE THERMOMETERS
AND THERMOCOIIPIE THERMOMETERS

UCH SWITCH Hts "OFr POSlIlOH PLUS KUM8LR OF POINTS LISTED.

SPECIAL SWITCHES

No. 37S6C2, Four ”4 Point and OFF"

•witchos tombinad i

No. SSS. Single Pole,

DESIGNED FOR TEST WORK AS

WELL AS FOR PERMANENT IN-

STALLATIONS. LEWIS SELECTOR
SWITCHES ARE CONSTRUCTED
WITH STURDY CONTACTS OF
LOW RESISTANCE AND POSITIVE

DETENT- THESE SWITCHES ARE
SPLASHPROOF. DUSTPROOF AND
ARE BUILT TO GIVE YEARS OF
SERVICE.

THE LEWIS ENGINEERING CO.
NAUGATUCK, CONNECTICUT
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QUICK-DISCONNECT

for AIRCRAFT

CONTROL CABLES

With 'SPEED-RIG' you tun

disconnect and rig In a

matter of seconds!

10 TIMES FASTER chan axisting cucn-

buckla inscalUtions. A flip of cba

handle and nble is disconnected. To

It's that simple! With "Speed-ltig."

ponions remain safety wited,

INTERCHANCEABLEt Speed-Rig re-

installations. It comes in two types...

/nmdenf, which fits existing nirnbuckle

teiminals, and swage, which may be

NO TOOLS required... The Speed-Rig

handle serves to turn the barrel as a

nirnbuckle for proper tension adjust-

AVAILABIE to fit cable sizes l/l6'
through 3/16".

NEAREST OTFieE FOR
DETAILED INFORMATION

SCIENTIFIC CO.

Ceramics: Exhaust Protection
Research pushed ou thin coatings to help improve heat

and corrosion resistance in new higher-power engines.

The potential of cetamics is being

exploited to lick exhaust system prob-

lems in high-power piston engines.

Ceramics for this application is not
entirely new. In World tVar II, Ryan
Aeronautical Co. turned out more than

SOO exhaust systems with thick enamel
coatings for tlie Douglas A-20 attack

bomber, when the low-carbon SAE
1020 steel was used instead of the

critically short stainless.

But ftyan is still pushing its develop-

ment studies because the necessi^ for

improved heat-resistance and for check-

ing corrosion in exhaust systems has
greatly increased. Today’s piston plants,

with their boosted power and higher
exhaust temperatures, have created

mote severe operating conditions for

exhaust system components.
In Stratocniiser-Now Ryan, Boeing

and Pan American Ainvays engineers

are teamed in tests on thin coatings

of .001-.003-in. ceramics on Ryan-built
exhaust parts in a PA.A Stratoauiser

operating under r^ular service condi-

First check in Ryan's engineering

lab was on exhaust hMders having 650
hr. of service. These components bolt

directly to the engine cylinder heads.

Some were ceramic-coated inside and
outside, some inside only, others had
no coating- Also cliecked were headers

fabricated of heat- and corrosion-resist-

This 650-hr. proving period already

has established sufficient data to war-

rant production of B and C row cyl-

inder header assemblies with ceramic

coatings for the Boeing Stratocruiser.

One example of the protection of-

fered by fhe coating is seen in the ap-

plication where only the inside of the
header was covered. There was but
a slight reduction (.003 in.) in gage

thickness, resulting from scaling on the

outside surface.

Protection Effecyxe—.And the trials

have been extended to cover a longer

operating period. After 1234 hr. of

service, there was no reduction in gage
thickness (.045 in.) on the header
coated on both sides, indicating that

the ceramic was completely effective in

retarding corrosion over this extended

Headers used in the Stratocruiser

are built by Ryan of I9-9DL steel. The
ceramic coating is National Bureau of

Standards’ type A417, designed for jet

engine and other high temperature ap-

plications, to prevent oxidation, carbon

absorption and corrosion effects. Ryan
builds the header, then ships it to

California Metal Enameling Co., Los

Angeles, for the coating process.

Other Applicalions-Other tests are

being conducted on an American Air-

lines’ Convair 240 which has the en-

tire exhaust systems of both engines

ceramic-coated, and on another PAA
Stratocruiser which has one power-

plant’s collector ring as well as the
header assemblies covered with the

Report is that future exhaust sys-

tems for Boeing B-50s and C-97 Strato-

freighters will incorporate ceramics for

protection.
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Engine Overhaul Efficiency...

adonal profits as woU. For example. Pan American

rts that one run Is getting 1500 hours between over-

5 on R-2000 engines. PAC engine overhaul efficiency

also helps Pan American's giant 4360 — 3500 hp engines

to get 900 hours between overhauls. Maintenance men

and Air Force Engineers throughout the country consult

with PAC engineers and craftsmen to study these methods.

Incidentally, Pacific Airmotlve is the only privately owned
concern in the country authorized to overhaul these 4360
engines. The CAA has also approved the 25% saving of

test-run time, as pioneered by FAC engineers.

keeps
PACIFIC AIRMOTIVE CORPORATION

Eiecvllve OFlicei; BURBANK, CALIFORNIA
Other Divisions: Oakland and Chino, Calif. • Seattle, Wesfiington

fCensiis City, Kansas • Linden, New Jersey



EXCESStVE WATER CONSUMPTION

ISC iiiilallations ate preving their

effectiveness in aircraft engine and
plane plants everywhere'

Ozone Handling

Technique Studied
Improvements in the technology of

ozone manufacture were announced re-

cently by Clarh E. Thorpe of Illinois

Institute of Technology. Scientists

working at IIT’s .\rmbiir Research
I'oundalion have demonstrated that

ozone cun be handled and manufac-
tured safely, and thus have opened the

door to possible quantity production

of the substance.

Ozone, dark biue in its liquid state,

can be considered as concentrated oxy-

gen (it has three oxygen atoms pet

molecule instead of two). And it has

two major current values to aviation: It

can be decomposed directly (and almost

too easily) to oxygen for altitude Bying,

and it can be a more powerful oxidizer

for rocket fuels. In the latter appli-

cation, liquid ozone has a higher density

than liquid oxygen, which means that

more weight of oxidizer can be stored

in a given volume of missile tankage.

With respect to boil-off losses during

.standby for firing, less tank insulation

and less tank topping would be neces-

sary. This is because liquid ozone boils

at a liigher temperature than liquid

oxygen does.

i'.xhaust velocity improvement is on

AVICA is equipped to produce ON SHORT NOTICE Flexible Hose Assemblies
with special or non.stondord end connections to suit your requirements, using

AN 1 and 2 wire braid synthetic hose or Stainless Steel Hose with brazed or
mechonicol end couplings. Speciol Ihreod fittings; hoses with integrol "Y", 'T"
or "Elbow" connections of any angle from 90° to 165°; ports for fuel, pneumatic
and hydroulic systems; fittings for mock-up and experimenlol installotions.

AVIEAcr[DRPORATION
PORTSMOUTH, NEWPORT, RHODE ISLAND
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the order of 1500 fps. In the V-2 rocket

engine, for example, the mixture of

oxygen and alcohol delivers a jet veloc-

ity of about 6500 fps. Using liquid

ozone instead of liquid oxygen would
step this up to about 8000 fps., and in-

crease roctet speed and range about
pcqportionately.

Ozone research at Armour Research

Foundation has been under the sponsor-

ship of the .^ir Reduction Co., Inc.

Jet Turbine Blades

Tested in Flight
(.VfcGraw-Hill World News)

London—^Vhat is believed to have

been the first strain testing of jet tur-

bine blades in Bight took place recently

at the development aiiport of Rolls-

Royce Ltd., at Hucknall, Nottingham-

According to EMI Factories Limited

(which supplied part of the equipment),

this testing is carried out as follows:

Electrical resistance elements are

built into the turbine blades and elec-

trical connections made to a radio trans-

mitter in the aircraft by means of spe-

cial mercury slip-ring contacts. When
the jet engine is running, any strains

which are set up will appear as an elec-

tric signal which is transmitted to the

ground, where it is recorded on mag-
netic tape so that it may be examined

under laboratoir conditions.

It was found impracticable to use a

high-speed camera for a flight period

of about } of an hour. Magnetic tape

recording proved to be the only suitable

method for obtaining an accurate rec-

ord of these signals, which may include

frequencies up to 20 ke./sec. A stand-

ard EMI studio type tape recorder has

been used by R-R for the purpose.

New Tunnel-Drives
The expanding scope of high-speed

windtunnel rcscareh is pointed up by

a recent order of a 180,000-hp, drive.

This huge electric motor unit and a

companion l!0,000-hp. drive will be

built by General Electric Co. for in-

stallation in two supersonic tunnels at

the National Advisory Committee for

Aeronautics’ Ames Lab at MoffettField,

Calif.

The 180,000-hp. installation will

C
ower a new 8-ft. supersonic tunnel, will

e capable of a peak one-hour output of

216,000 hp., and comprises four 45,000-

hp. variable speed ac. induction motors

mounted in tandem on a single shaft

for driving either of two compressors.

The 160,000-hp. drive, comprising

two 45.000 units and one 27,000-hp.

unit, will replace tlic 27,000-hp. unit

in the present 16-ft. tunnel. Three

props on a single shaft will create the

wind for 550- to 920-mph. speeds.

Temperature
control+and-

IS NOT ENOUGH...
To operate effectively, controls must function smoothly no matter

how rapidly temperatures change. The Vapor principle of stabilized

pulse modulation plus split second timing is the only way the

highest degree of controlled accuracy can be accomplished.

Vapor Rador Thermostats are extensively used for , . ,

1. For maintaining comfortable cabin temperatures at

sub-sonic to super-sonic speeds.

2. Automatically controlling aircraft engine oil temperatures.

VAPOR HEATING CORPORATION
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NACA Reports
|

^Aii Analytical and Experimental lii>

vestigatioD of the Skiu Eciction of tlic

Turbulent Boundary Layer on a Elat

Plate at Supersonic Speeds ('I'N 2305)—
by Morris W. Rubesin, Randall C.

Maydew and Steven A. Varga.

Tlie analytical portion of this report

is intended to be a review of existing

approximate methods for the computa-
tion of skin friction and heat transfer

of a flat plate in supersonic flow. Eur-

tlicr, tlie report investigates the effects

of certain arbitrary boundary condi-

tions imposed by these existing compu-
tation methods.

'Ilie experimental portion of the re-

port presents additional data on high-

speed, turbulcnt-boundary-layer, skin-

friction characteristics and compares

these data with the calculated results of

all tlicorics.

Tlie analyses show that there are ex-

treinelv large variations existing in the

predicted average coefficients, and tliat

tlicsc variations exist because of differ-

ences in the assumed mathematical

boundaiy conditions.

An interpolation formula was devel-

oped from extended Frank! and Voishel

analysis for the average skin-friction co-

cEcient of an insulated flat plate, This

formula gave results which agreed with

previous experimental dala to within 5

percent in the range of Mach numbers
from 0 to 2.5. Howeser, when the typi-

cal boundary-layer velocity distribution

obtained by c.xperimcnt was compared

with one calculated by the extended

i'rankl and Voishel analysis, the profiles

were not coincident. Tliis indicates that

perha|)s the excellent agreement of the

experimental average skin-friction co-

efficient witli theory was fortuitous.

A TbcorcHcal Method of Detennin-

ing the Control Gearing and Time Lag
Necessary for a SpecifieJDamping of an

Aircraft Equipped with a Constant-

Time-Lag Autopilot (TN 2307)-by
Ordssav B. Gates, Jr., and Albert A.

Schy,

This paper is an extension of an

earlier Tech Note which discussed a

method for calculating overall variations

of airplane stability due to the installa-

tion of a particular linear autopilot.

Purpose is to present a rigorous method
to obtain combinations of control gear-

ing and time lag which will provide

.specific amounts of damping.

The derived method is applied to a

typical airplane equipped with an auto-

pilot which applies rudder control in

proportion to the angular acceleration
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The results thus obtained by this

method are shown to be in excellent

agreement with airplane motions calcu-

lated by the much-longer step-by-step

procedure.

The investigation shows that for some
values of control gearing, more than

one range of time Tag exists for which

the assumed autopilot-aircraft combina-

tion will have specified damping. The
width of these ranges decreases with

increased time lags; beyond some value

of lag. the ranges cease to exist.

The analysis is strictly applicable only

to systems with constant-time-lag char-

acteristics.

However, if a frequency-response

analysis of any given autopilot indicates

tliat a constant-time-lag assumption is

valid for a limited range of frequencies,

the method can be used. For such con-

ditions. application of the method is dis-

cussed at some lengtli towards the end

of the presentation. —D.AA

Effects on Longihidinal Stability

and Control Characteristics of a B-29

Airplane of Variations in Stick-Force

and Control-Rale Characteristics Ob-
tained through Use of a Booster in

the Elevator-Control System (TN
2238)—by Charles M. Mathews, Don-
ald B, Talmage and James B. Whitten.

The increasing use of control boost-

ers in aircraft has led NACA to make
flight investigations of a boost swtem
installed in the elevator-control sys-

tem of a B-29 airplane- On this air-

plane. elevator-force variations were

felt to be most critical from considera-

tion of handling qualities. The B-29

was chosen as the test airplane because

it was representative of a large craft

having inherently satisfactory elevator-

force variations, but having elevator

forces that are somewhat high in rela-

tion to the present handling-qualities

requirements.

The test booster system had provi-

sion for varying the magnitude of the

aerodynamic force feedback over a

wide range (in contrast to the alternate

approach where stick forces ate created

mechanicallv). and the effects of the

magnitude of the pilot’s stick forces

on the handling qualities of the air-

plane were investigated-

The maximum rate of control mo-

tion could also be varied to study its

eifccts on handling characteristics of the

test aircraft.

’Specific test results on the B-29

airplane are presented. It is indicated

that large airplanes may have satisfac-

tory handling characteristics with a

booster having much lower available

control rates than those normally used

by pilots.

However, the NACA warns that

this statement applies strictly to the

test airplane. —DAA

EX-CELL-O

PARTS
For mere than 20 years Ex-Cell-O has

been an important parts supplier lo the

aircraft industry. Ex-Cell-O precision, e

byword in piston-peweredaircraft, has

continued le play on important role in

the development of let power. Today,

leading manufacturers of turbojet en-

gines, reciprocating engines and air-

frames rely on Ex-Celt-O for precision

parts and sub-assemblies requiring

unusual accuracy and uniformity of

dimensions, finish and hardness.

Since the introduction of jet-powered

planes Ex-Cell-O has developed
special machine tools for the volume
production of compressor parts and

fuel system parts and sub-assemblies,

including nozzles.

Ex-Cell-O’s aircraft parts production

facilities are being used new in ceep-

eralien with the defense program. If

you are working with this program

toe, perhaps Ex-Cell-O can help you.

EX-CELL-O

^PROPS-



How the EDISON Fire Detector AVIONICS

BASIC
REQUIREMENTS*

Only the EDISON Thermocouple Type

FIRE DETECTOR

1. Always

Fails Safe
2. Has No
Moving Parts

3. Uses No
Battery Current

False Alarms caused by vibration or circuit failure are

no longer a necessary evil. Ask Edison how to get the

utmost in dependable, false-alarm-proof service. At your

request a nearby Ediso.v representative will call on you.

MANUFACTURERS OF

Temperature Indicators * Electrical Resistance Bulbs

Temperature Indicating and Alarm Systems

Time Delay Relays • Engine Gouges • Sealed Thermostats

YOU CAN ALWAYS RELY ON AN EDISON-

NEW INT ERCOM clears the air.

AMC Redesigns

Plane Intercoms
Complete redesign of tlie intra-plane

communication system for bombers,

fighters and transport aircraft has been

announced by the Air Materiel Com-
mand.

.\MC's Electronics Laboratory engi-

neers teamed with those of the RC.\
Laboratories at Camden. K. f..

to re-

design all the audio components of the

now-standard intercom system.

Pre-Amplifiers—individual small am-
))lifiers at each ctcw station have re-

placed the central large amplifier for-

iiicrlv used. These small units act as

preamplifiers nlien the crew member
is talking and as a signal booster for his

earphones when he is listening.

Voice distortion and instability ha\e

been reduced by two desiccs. First, a

moving coil dynamic microphone and
earphones have replaced the carbon

mike and magnetic diaphragm ear-

phones now used.

Second, the frequency range of the

set lias been increased to include the

frequencies between 250 and 6000 cps.

l''otmcr range svas from 500 to 4000 cps.

These two changes are responsible

for cutting dom] I’oice distortion and
instability bv 95 percent, says theAMC,

Noise-canccling has been incorpo-

rated into the microphones to reduce
distant sounds, such as engine and pro-

peller noise. Either liand, oxygen mask,
or boom mikes are used, depending on
the operating conditions.

Ear-Savers-Earphones. the source of

sore ears after several hours of flight,

liai’e been redesigned complctcK’ to
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PIONEER CARGO CHUTES

AND FAIRCHILD

From Japan to Korea the big Flying box

cars soar back end forth. Take on a cargo

in Japan and without landing to unload,

they deliver their precious cargo safely

and gently. The U. S. AIR FORCES makes

possible more guns, more [eeps — more

food — more plasma — more of everything

for the fighting ground forces through the

use of cargo parachutes.

The Pioneer Parachute Co., the world's

leader In parachute manufacturing, is

proud that it has been able to contribute

so much to the production of thousands of

parachutes of all sizes which form the vital

link in the NON STOP CARGO AIR EXPRESS.

T8

make them more comfortable. TTie ear-

phone itself is larger and flatter: an
outer plastic shell houses glass flbers

which ate covered with latex rubber. A
nylon cap over the assembly keeps the

cold bare rubber from contact with the

skin, and prevents the eat from sticking

to the rubber due to suction.

The usual covered metal bands have
been replaced by a snap-on netting.

Two plugs and cord used for the ear-

phones and mike have been reduced to

one plug and one cord.

A helmet with built-in earphones is

optional equipment. According to

AMC, the new system will prciably

dyend on earphones only during take-

off and combat. At all other times, a

speaker system probably will be used.

Designation of the new set is AN/
AIC-IO; eventually it is slated to re-

place all intra-plane communication
sets now in use on fighters, bombers
and transports.

Bendix Makes Tiny
Airborne Amplifier
A tiny airborne amplifier, further

emphasizing the avionics subminiafur-

izahon trend, has been developed by
the Bendix Radio div. of Bendix Avia-

tion Corp.

The amplifier is of the band-pass

type with a rated gain of 130 db. It

weighs less than two oz. and requires

35 component parts. (Equivalent

amplifiers requite as many as 2-fO parts

and weigh l4 times as much.)
Bendix says that a new circuit tech-

nique has been developed which per-

mits reduction of electrical components
by a factor of six. Capacitors and re-

sistors have been reduced in number
to the point where component failures

will be minimized and reliability im-

proved.

Tubes are permanently wired into

the amplifier; the entire unit is de-

signed to be replaced in the event of

tube or component failure. Its plug-in

design means tliat replacement of the

unit is a matter of seconds.

The Reasons: QUALITY,

PERFORMANCE, SERVICE

For eleven years. Globe Corporation, Aircraft Division, has

used Glidair Aircraft Finishes exclusively on target aircraft

for the U. S. Navy. Now, with stepped-up production on its

new pulse jet-powered pilotless model, Globe depends more

than ever on Glidden.. .for Glidair primers and lacquers that

exceed government requirements ... for prompt, sure deliv-

eries . . . and for technical service that helps speed production.

To get the right finish for any aircraft application—civilian

or military—plus expert technical guidance, contact your

Glidair representative, or write:

THE GLIDDEN COMPANY
AVIATION SALES HEADOUAATERS • 11001 MAOISON AVE., CLEVELAND a, OHIO

AVIQUIPO, INC., as B*Bvar Sl„ Naw York 4. N. Y

GLIDAIR
eve/ippimpode,

AVIATION WEEK,



NEW AVIATION
PRODUCTS

Tough Duly Seal
A new type of flexible, mechanical

seal, designed to permit effective scal-

ing of shafts under severe corrosive and

temperature conditions, has been de-

veloped after two years of research and
testing by Crane Packing Co.

Designed for use on rotating shafts in

centrifugal pumps, turbines, positive

displacement pumps and other applica-

tions the new part performs well in

the presence of corrosives "never previ-

ously handled" by conventional seals of

this type. Crane states. It can be used

at temperatures up to SOOF.

This high performance, the company
says, can be chalked up in most rart

to the use of a Teflon "wedge-ring’’ in

place of leather or synthetic rubber

rings. Teflon, a du Pont plastic, is

highly inert to corrosive chemical ac-

tion, is flexible and withstands ex-

tremely high temperatures. As the com-
pany explains it, the wedge-ring enables

its new seal to combine the chemically

inert properties of Teflon with flexibil-

ity and positive scaling features essential

to effective mechanical sealing. Address;

1800 Cuyler Ave., Chicago 18.

New Airport Radio
A mobile, VHF-AM two-way radio

package, complete with antenna, power
supply unit, control head, speaker and
hand microphone, has been placed on

the market by Communication Co.,

Inc.

The equipment. Model 278, will op-

erate off any 6v dc. power source. It

sends and receives over the 116-132 me.

band and has an output of 3-4 watts.

Built specifically for permanent in-

stallation in airport vehicles, it em-
bodies design features based on informa-

tion gathered from airport managers

throughout the country, Comco says.

Tile set meets the nee^ for a compact,

low-drain installation of this type, draw-

ing only 7.5 amp. at standby and IS

amp. while transmitting, the company

The main chassis, which can be
mounted where desired in the vehicle,

carries receiver and transmitter sections

and radio power supply. This latter is a
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ENGINEERS
wanted at once

for

LONG-RANGE MILITARY

AIRCRAFT PROGRAM

by

NORTH AMERICAN
AVIATION, INC.

Los Angeles. California

Columbus, Ohio

Unusual opportunities for Aero-

dynofflieists. Stress Engineers, Air-

croft Designers and Draftsmen,

and specialists in all phoses of

aircraft engineering. Engineering

skills other than aircraft may be

odoptoble through paid training

program. Also openings for

Rieonf Engineering College

and Teehnelogioal Graduates

Long-range military program of-

fers fine chance for establishing

coreer in aircraft while aiding de-

fense effort. Transportation and

established training time poid.

Salaries commensurate with ex-

perience ond ability.

Please include summary of

edueafien and experience

in reply to;

Engineering Personnel Office

SECTION 3

NORTH AMERICAN
AVIATION, INC.

Los Angeles Intemelional Airport

Los Angeles 45, Calif.

Columbus 16, Ohio

SWITCHES

REPUBLIC'S LATEST JET FIGHTER

Republic's XF91 Interceptor utilizes 20 Aeroeec Float

Switches to assure dependable indication and control of

propulsive fuels.

Aerotec’s proved record of efficient automatic controls

on the thousands of F47's and F84's that have been and are

in service earned its consideratioo when the XF91 was ia

the development stage.

The XF91 is one of the many Navy and Air Force

fighters that advantageously employ Aeroiec's policy of de-

signing a specific control for each individual problem.

Whether the application calls for float switches, valves,

diaphragm or bellows pressure switches, Aerotec’s repre-

sentatives throughout the country, specially picked for their

knowledge of the aircraft industry, are ready to offer assist-

anceon any automatic aircraft control problem you may have.

Addreis all inquiries to The Thermix Corporation.

Pro/ecI A Sales Engineers

THE THERMIX CORPORATION
Greenwich, Cenn.

[
THE AEROTEC CORPORATION
GREENWICH CONNECTICUT J

41



EXTRA The Prestole Press
TOLEDO OHIO

EXTRA

HEX-LOX THE ONLY SHEET SPRING LOCK NUT MADE
APPROVED FOR AIRCRAFT NON-STRUCTURAL APPLICATIONS

EXCEEDS REQUIREMENTS OF M-N-3337

* Highest Installation Torques

bo fir I choK

nd seconda

for all aircraft

/ assemblies.

WHAT HEX-LOX^ NUT PROVIDES
THE ONLY SHEET METAL NUT WITH A 360“ GRIP.

THE ONLY ONE-PIECE SPRING LOCK NUT WITH DOUBLE LOCKING FEATURES.

THE ONLY SPRING LOCK NUT THAT CAN’T SHAKE LOOSE WITH THE MOST PUNISHING
VIBRATION.

WEIGHS 70% LESS THAN CONVENTIONAL LOCK NUTS.

FULLY APPROVED (M -N-3337) AFTER EXCEEDING ALL TEST REQUIREMENTS.

• Highest Prevailing Torques

• Highest Back-off Torques

# Excel in Vibration Tests

# Excel in Tensile Strength

Weighs 70% less than conventional lock nuts.

Remember, it's the only sheet metal nut with a

double spring lock. Unexcelled by any other. And
it's in production NOW in all five popular sizes.

PRESTOLE CORPORATION
1345 MIAMI STREET TOLEDO. OHIO, U. S. A.



PIPE CONNECTOR

In service use over extended

periods, often under extreme

conditions, FR pipe connectors

continue to maintain a satis-

factory joint which rarely re-

quires servicing. This light-

weight connector does the job

of a heavyweight and, in ad-

dition, offers certoin advan-

toges not shared by any other

pipe coupling method.

THE DESIGN OF THE

FR PIPE CONNECTOR
provides:

A Reasonable Degree of

Flexibility Both Axially

and Radially

No Restriction to Flow

Vibration Resistance

Simple Application

Ready Serviceability

Specialitts in Aircraft Fueling Systems and Equip!

K Da n b u ry, Co n n.. U.S. A.

ff\fC

single, heavy-duty, non-synchronous vi-

brator tvpc w'hicli eliminates dynamo-

tors and other rotating equipment.

Coinco points out. The speaker is car-

ried in separate case, and control head

with mieroplione is separate from main
chassis. W^ciglit of the entire installa-

tion comes to 25 lb.

.Another version with the same per-

formance is the PM-278 (portable-mo-

bile) model which combines all equip-

ment. including speaker and controls,

in a comp.ict carrying case provided

with a handle. This unit can be used

for temporary installation in vehicles or

wherever 6v. dc. current is available.

W'eighing 19 lb. complete, it is set up

for service by connecting two battery

wires and the antenna.

third version, Model FX-278, with

a slightly liigher output of 4-5 watts also

is produced by the firm and is designed

for base station or emergency use. All

parts, except antenna, ate compactly ar-

ranged in the same portable case witli

handle used for the PM-278 described

above. This set, however, operates on

11 5v. ac, 60c. current. The firm’s ad-

dress is ioo Greco .^sc.. Coral Gables.

Fixing Frequencies

A frequency standard, suitable for

running gyros, small motors, controlling

inverters, stroboscopes and other equip-

ment, is being marketed by American

Time Products, Inc.

TTie device has an output power of

10 warts at 115v. at any specified fre-

quency from 50 to 500 cycles. Accuracy

is ±.001 percent in room temperature

ranges. Sets also can be furnished hav-

ing high accuracy over a wide tempera-

ture range if specified. Input power for

the unit is 45 watts at llOv. from 50 to

500 cycles.

The unit measures 8 x 8 x 71 in. and

weighs 14 lb. Address: 580 Fifth Ave.,

New York 19.

ALSO ON THE MARKET

Important development in Aerovox's

line of tubular capacitors is Type 1232

'micro-miniafute'’ scaled in vitrified

ccramic-metal can and measuring only

.175 in. dia. and A in. long. The
capacitor is rated at 200v. dc., .01 mfd.,

and can operate at lOOC. temperature,

says company, Aerovox Corp.. New Bed-

ford, Mass.

"Firm-frip” metal grating has “toothed"

surface to prevent slipping where exces-

sive oil, grease, water and icy condi-

tions exist. Particularly suitable for

platforms, catwalks, stair treads and the

like. Made bv Bustin Iron W'orks, Inc..

110 East 130' St., New York 35.
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Stalwart rubber
COMPANY

Tool Reserve Speeds Mobilization

Over S2-billion worth of stored ecjiiipment already

shipped to manufarturers from two AF plants.

Dayton—Machine tools valued at over

S2 biiliim are being shipped out of the

two -\ir Force storage plants at Marietta,

Ga., and Omalia. Neb., to serve as a

formidable extra asset in the mobiliza-

tion of U. S. industry for increased air

power production.

-\ir Materiel Command’s Production

Resources Division has put a conserva-

tively estimated value of 510,000 a tool

on the 20,000 tools wliich have already

been sent out from storage to US,\F
contractors’ plants. About the same

number remain to be shipped.

Tools for Engines—Aircraft engine

makers are getting many of tlicm as

they tool up to boost powerplant pro-

duction. Approximately 2000 tools are

going to -Mlison, 1200 to the Clicv-

rolct plant at ’I'onawanda, N. 1'., wlicrc

Allison J-35-.A-23 jet engines were to

be built. (Now it is planned to build

W’riglit R-3350 piston engines tliere

because of tire postponement of tire

four-engine Boeing f3-47C into which

the .\llison engines were to so.)

Ford is getting nearly 3000 tools for

its Pratt & Whitney R-4360 piston

engine production at Chicago,

’Flic ’I’limpane Co., which is the con-

tractor handling the shipments of tools

from Coremment .Aircraft Plant 1

(Omaha) and Plant 6 (Marietta), re-

ports that shipments have been flowing

at tlic rate of 600 to 700 a week from

Marietta and about 500 a week from
Onraba. Shipments are going to active

contractors tor Air Force, Navy and
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are businessmen

COLD-

BLOODED?

OF COURSE NOTI Literally, their normal body tem-
perature is 98.6—same as laborers, engineers or any other group
of people. And, figuratively, they’re no more, orno less, cold-blooded

-as a group.

We all know unreasonable generalizations can be dangerously
false. Common sense and on-the-job experience show us the value
of dealing specifically with ideas, problems—and people.

Let's not make the big—and costly—mistake, then, of generaliz-

ingon religious or racial groups. Adopt and carry out these common
sense principles

:

1. Accept—or reject—people on their iruHvidual worth.

2. Don’t listen to or spread rumors against a race or a

3. Speak up, wherever we are, agaimt prejudice. Work
for understanding.

Published in the public interest by:

McGraw-Hill Publications

Ordnance as they are needed, and are

not being held ior Air Force contrac-

tors exclusively. But tire bulk are going

to Air Force contractor plants.

Halt Ready—Approximately 50 per-

cent of the stored tools had been proc-

essed for preservation and now are

ready for use with minor repairs or

none at all- Many of the others re-

quire more extensive rebuilding- In

mest cases, the rebuilding is not being

done by the original manufacturert.

These firms are heavily loaded with newj

additional machine tool orders and

asked that the rebuilding jobs be as-

signed to other plants.

Giving an extra push to the move-

ment of tools out of Marietta is the

fact that Lockheed Aircraft Corp, is

moving in as fast as the tools are moved
out—and would like to move in even

faster. A recent check at Marietta in-

dicated that Lockheed already had well

over 1000 workers, and was well under

way on its first program to modernize

World War II B-29s-

Principal modifications on the B-29s

will be installation of new engines, up-

to-date electronic equipment, and com-

plete airframe overhaul. But the B-29

is only a temporary program until the

Marietta plant can be phased into

planned B--17 jet bomber production,

along with the Boeing Wichita and

Douglas Tulsa plants,

Preservative Pays Off—Preservatives
used on the stored tools have proved

very satisfactory, a spokesman tor the

Tumpane Co. reports. Importance of

a thorough job of cleaning the tools

before applying the preservative has

been emphasized by discovery of a few

tools-that had not been well cleaned—

where corrosion has gone on under the

preservative.

First preservation programs used a

heavy gooey material, designated by

service nomenclature as ANC-52 and

AXS-675. More recently a very thin

coating material designated AXS-17S9
and similar to the commercial product

known as "Rust Avoid,” has been used.

This newer preservative is understood

to have a lanolin base, and is soluble

in operating oil- The preservative itself

has sufficient lubricating quality, so

that a five-hour test run of a machine
tool using the preservative as a lubri-

cating oil was successful, the Tumpane
spokesman said.

First Choice Impratant—A spot check

with a few inamifacturcrs on machine
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CECOSTAMP MODEL
"L"

I
CHAMBERSBURG

) ENGINEERING COMPANY
CHAMBERSBURG • PENNSYLVANIA



Monadnock, with a ti'ealih of

/aitOBtng ixprrirntt, u-oleoma inquiTtes

from mannfatiurtrs who leek reliable

developmeni and frodauha fadliuei.

DOT
wire harness bands

Wires can be added or replaced one-

handed, wiihour removing the bands.

Spring tension prevents accidental opening.

Resilient, moisture-proof lining insulates

wires, cushions them against chafing. Lining

will nor pull loose. Illustration shows band

with swivel-type attaching clip. Other types

available for mounting with rivet, snap-

fastener or snap-on clip. Made in 7 standard

ss from %b" to 2" diameter.

aONADNOCK
i/llLLS“c".“

uhiieiarr a* UNini>-CARK FASTSNER CORP.

oilfW ARDE

j

ASSOCIATES

Aircraft and

Rocket Design

Engineers

Use Arde's Engineering Manpower
and Facilities to expand your ca-

pacity for

AIRCRAFT & ROCKET

• STRUCTURAL DESIGN

• STRESS ANALYSIS

• FABRICATION DEVELOP-

f • FLUTTER STUDIES
t A SAFE FU6HT • CONTROLS

• UYOUT
K' endows any airplane with

Safe fuenj^
finutv^-

associates
WHITIPUINS, 889 Broad St., Newark 2, N. J.

AF Invitations
Bid openings ate 20-JO days after approxi-

mate issue dates shown in the fotlowing bid

proposals. Bid sets containing specihcations

for items to be procured will be sent to

qualified appbeants who state bid invitation

number.

One bid set will be available for exami-

nation without obligation by prospective

bidders, after bid publication date, at each

of the seven Air Procurement Districts-

This will enable firms to see specifications

before writing or telegraphing for their own

Procurement field office locations; Boston

Army Base, Boston 10, Mass.; Government

Aircraft Plant No. 4. Ft, Worth 1, Tex.;

1660 E. Hyde Park Blvd., Chicago 15;

Wright-Patierson AFB, Dayton, Ohio; West
Warren and Longo Aves.. Detroit 32; 155

W. Washington Blvd.. Los Angeles; 67

Broad St., N. Y. 4,

IjrVITATlONS

GoBkel, waalicr, 1-S Items, bid invIUltion

Xo. S1-163S, issue date 9 Apr., delivery

starting within 60 days, eemplete within

starting within ItO days, complete w

delivery starting w

Invitation
delivery starting

0 days, complete a

^ .. . days, complete
ISO days.

SVasher, 1-16 items, bid invitation Xo.

0 Apr., delivery starting

s, 25 percent wUhin 120 days.
Braekel, clip, clamp, 1-63 Items,

*'
‘S percent so days at

d Inviutlon No. 61-1667, issue date
ir., delivery of 60 percent 30 days a

date of award, a ;0 percent 90 days after

a 45 days, complete within 120 days.

1 days, complete a

.0 days thereafter ui
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ECLIPSE-PIONEER omuoN OF r
TETERBORO, NEW JERSEY

DESIGNERS AND BUILDERS OF PRODUCTS FOR

PRECISION INDUSTRIES ROUND THE WORLD
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ATA Engineering & Mmntenance Trends

Meeting Seen Increasing in Value
Plus factor found in thorough preparation which gives

an airline new information on its own operations.

Usual test of the effectiveness of an

aviation technical meeting is how much
new or confirmed knowledge those at-

tending take away with them. As the

annual Air Transport Assn. Engineer-

ing and Maintenance Conference in

Chicago this year broke up, additional

benefit was pointed out by one of

the delegates of a major airline.

He said: Cost of the meeting to an

airline is more than justified in the

searching analysis it makes of its own
operation preparing for the conference."

How thoroughly the participants had

prepared for the conference this year

was repeatedly shown during the ses-

sions, the final report on which follows.

Propellers

In discussing steel-bladed propellers,

engineers agreed that increasing shell

thickness contributed very little to

making the blades less critical. In-

creasing the weight of the blade re-

quires heavier hub and reduces blade

pitch change time by up to 50 percent.

Opinion was divided on the use of

torque wrenches for tightening prop

shaft nuts-NWA uses the tool on all

its propellers, UAL and PAA on the

Boeing only. PAA claimed that in spite

of this, nuts still loosened, causing

problems for the carrier.

Dynamic Balancing—Concerning dy-

namic propeller balancing, Douglas

stated that it was desirable on the DC-3,
from the passenger and crew view-

point. because the fuselage was respon-

sive to propeller vibration frequencies,

as was the control column. Prop un-

balance is no problem on DC-4 and -6

aircraft provided it is within the limits

recommended by the manufacturer.

In reply to Hamilton Standard’s

question whether manual termination

of feathering is operationally feasible,

EAL replied that it had used manual

termination for two years, found the

cut-out switch unreliable and had no

experience with feathering timers.

Douglas also vetoed the timer as being

too indirect. Ham Standard replied

that the military uses it extensively and

successful and USAF agreed.

Still on the feathering subject, Lock-

heed spoke against year-round oil dilu-

tion relative to reducing sludge forma-

tions in the prop dome and hub. Nor
does it know of any instance when prop

dome sludge prevented feathering.

Covering other aspects of propellers,

Ham Standard made these recommen-
dations: Anodizing is preferable to acid

cteb to detect blade nicks. Indexing of

rotating cam gear every 2000 hr. to

equalize wear quadruples gear tooth life.

And it was agreed by the carriers

that putting ne\v seals in at every over-

haul was the onlv practical way to re-

duce external oil leakage on the 43060
propellers.

Engines

Much of the engine discussions in-

volved oil. Airlines disagreed on the

question of changing oil between engine

changes or running it the full engine

EAL changes oil every 400 hr. on its

Connies, re-refining drained oil. But

after exhaustive evaluation, EAL's over-

haul neighbor at Miami, PAA, con-

cluded that changing oil is unnecessary

on the P&W R-2000 and R-2800 en-

gines. Current evaluation of the

R-4360, though not complete, indi-

cates that the same may be true.

Drtergent Oik—A cautious and grad-

ual approach to the development of

additive and detergent oils for aircraft

engines will result in great strides being

made during the current year, engineers

believe. Among problems encountered

to date have been deposits of metallic

salts in the combustion chamber, result-

in pre-ignition; and oils which kept the

engine beautifully clean didn’t provide

valve guide lubrication. P&W nas ap-

proved one detergent oil.

The comments on detergent oils

gained relevancy in light of the agree-

ment that oil sludge is one of the major

contributors to engine failure. When
chunks of deposit break loose, anything

can happen. Oil dilution is dangerous

because it can cause just such break-

aways. A recent siege of master rod

failures was attributed to this.

Development of detergent oils is di-

rected towards elimination of sludge.

Another approach is design of oil sludge

centrifuges. Thompson Products said
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it had tried and abandoned its project,

but Wright Aero’s work along this line

Wright is also encouraging the use
of "chip detectors” in engines altliough

they do give occasional false warnings
from water accumulation or electrical

trouble. It is currently testing a Swedish
unit (AnxTioN Wzek May 15, 1950}.

KLM’s pre-war experience with chip

detectors was too many false warnings,

and units have been removed.

E,AL is testing the detector, but has

left oS the warning lights in the cock-

pit.

Most R-3350 engine operators agreed

with Wright’s present study to rrfuce

to a minimum seal connections in the

fuel injection lines. WAC said that a

configuration eliminating over 30 seals

will soon be ready for test.

Wright is combatting master rod

bearing failures on the R-3350 BA3
engine by campaigning against un-

necessary oil dilution; devising several

different types of crank pin plug con-

figurations to prevent sludge from break-

ing loose during dilution (TWA is

testing five different types). The manu-
facturer hopes soon to release use of a

fine mesh screen which, experience

shows, collects an amazing number of

con taminants.

The problem of cracked cylinder

hold-down flanges is directly related to

ignition trouble, PAA believes. Plot-

hr REMOTE CONTEOl

of MUITIHE

COMPLEX CIRCUITS

Many vecsacile designs of stepping,

counting, adding and subtracting,

latching, and circuit selecting re-

lays are made possible by tbe

combination of the Ledex Rotary

Solenoid and wafer type rotary

switches. Self-stepped or excer-

Daily impulsed, the device is im-

mediately adaptable to many
remote control applications. A
choice of wire sizes permits a wide

range of operating voltages and
power requirements. Wrious types

of mountings further increase its

adaptability. In addition to its

positive control of multiple, com-
plex circuits, a reserve of mechani-

cal power is available for the per-

formance of duties other than

switching operations.

We supply to quantity users and
solicit the opportunity to be of

assistance in solving multiple cir-

cuit relay problems.
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ting graphs of ignition failures vs.

fiange failures revealed identical curves,

separated only by a time element.

The session on engines was hieli-

lighted by a complete report on tlic

R-5350 BDl engine delivered by J. J.

Ludwigsen of Wright Aero. His major

• Knuckle pin hole wear—Wear shows

up at average time of 3000-5000 hr.;

occasionally at ISOO hr. depending on

shot peening of the part. Repair; open

up hole .005 to .015 in. and use over-

size knuckle pin.

• Plating knuckle pin bore—WAC rec-

ommends abandoning fliis practice;

longer life can be obtained by restor-

ing rod to original condition.

• Cracking cylinder hold-down flanges—

In all cases of cylinders returned to

Wright, removing sharp edges to give

more generous radiuses will eliminate

problem.
• Piston ring groove wear—Since most
pistons go to 4000 hr., Wright does

not consider this serious. Corrective

action; Nickel-plating grooves, using

hardened stainless steel rings. Investi-

gation of ferrous inserts shows promise.

• Counterweight hushing replacement—

WAC is stymied at the moment. Prob-

lem is to provide rear counterw’eight

with high pressure lubricant which has

not yet been found. WAC is currently

designing new unit with lower con-

tact stresses.

• Twisted tail shafts—Modification call-

ing for lighter impellers and heavier

tan shafts has been released, Coming
up are wider teeth for supercharger

drive pinion and slower blower shift.

Wright is sure this will solve the prob-

• Engine roughness but no mechanical

malfunction—EAL is experiencing this

problem.

KLM suggested that exhaust valves

might be stiddng, guides scored. WAC
theorized that since trouble occurs

during summer operation, oil in BMEP
lines might be too thin or fuel could

be vaporizing.

EAL replied that they could get

away from trouble by opening cowl

flaps or applying primer.

• Breather problem—Best solution is in-

stallation of trap tanks. To avoid in-

flight oil regurgitation, Wright is ex-

perimenting with return line to sump.

Carburetors—PAA says it cutes 99
percent of its carburetor troubles and

also saves 90 man hours by removing

the regulator unit only and not the

throttle body. P&W urged extreme cau-

tion if this scheme is followed.

Carburetor surges on the R-2800

above 20,000 ft. are being brought un-

der control by using a .49-in. instead

of a .47-in. bleed in the carburetor.

This serves to enrich the mixture.

P&W has a new setting wliich seems

promising.

^Exhau^ System—]et exhaust stacks

on Connies are giving good results, ac-

cording to KLM which has more than

2000 hr. on them. EAL is also pleased,

but ran into this problem: Jet stacks

gave cooler head temperatures, so cowl

flaps were closed. Result; valves burned.

Solution: install limiter to prevent cowl

flaps from being closed more than

90 percent of total travel. Lockheed

soon will conduct jet stack tests on

049 Constellation.

Except for icing considerations,

Wright said that there is no minimum
temperature requirement on the R-3350

because of fuel injection.

Augmentor tubes, once a major

headache of Convair 240 operators, now-

have a service life of from 2500 to 3000

hr. according to WAL. Close inspec-

tion and welding small cracks as they

develop help to prolong augmentor

tube life.

Convair slated that afterburning

proved to be very detrimental to aug-

mentors. Maintaining ignition and

carburetion within reasonable limits can

result in remarkably longer augmentor

life.

Ccramic-coated exhaust stacks were

HIGHER EFFICIENCY

BENDIX SCINFLEX ELECTRICAL CONNECTORS

raja
MINIMUM VOLTAGE DROP

voltage drop is an ouisianding
chacaaeristic of Bendix Scinflex

ponani feature is only a part of
[he story of Bendix .success in the
electrical connector field. The use
of Scinflex dielectric material, an
exclusive Bendix development of

landing stability,

resistance to flash o
crcepngc. 1

nany important exclusivi

neaors be sure to specify I

Scinflex. Our sales depa
will gladly furnish add
information on request.

fAaOlY ttitiCH oi
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Aviation's Standard Material for Transparent

Enclosures and Windows...

The use of Plexiglas on military and

commercial planes is a long-standing

practice in the aviation industry. For

more than ten years the optical clarity,

light weight, toughness, and formability

of this acrylic plastic have maintained

the position of Plexiglas as the stand-

ard material for transparent enclosures

and windows.

For the nation’s newest planes,

Plexiglas is still the standard trans-

parent material. Plexiglas II, for

example—notable for its superior heat

resistance and good stress-solvent

craze resistance—meets the rigorous

specifications of today’s high speed, high

altitude aircraft. And for the elevated

service requirements of planes of the

future, Rohm & Haas laboratories are

working to raise the standards of

transparent plastics to even higher levels.

Our laboratories and service depart-

ments, with their years of experience in

working with plane manufacturers, are

ready to assist you on technical problems

in the aviation applications of Plexiglas.

Complete details on properties and
methods of handling are contained

in our Design and Fabrication Manual
—yours on request.

Chemicok |(j| (or Indaslrv

ROHIH e HAAS
CO HI PANY

WA$HIN6T0N SQUARE, PHIIAOEIPHIA S, PA.



to deliver electronic components for crit-

ically needed jet planes. For example, the

ACD2-6 high energy condenser discharge

ignition system on the famous Grumman
F9F Panther combines GLA's unique de-

sign with reliable performance.

Solving complex ignition problems and

producing the equipment is our business.

Our engineering department invites your

inquiry. May we hear from you?

favorably coniniented on by airlines

using then). EAL cited doubling over-

haul period on stacks coated by Stewart

Warner. Ryan Aeronautical has also

done considerable work in ceramic

coating, PAA estimated that stack cost

increase was some 10 percent.

NWA is happy wita Inconel valves

on its R-436S. PAA agreed that it was

desirable to have a valve and guide

that stood up but complained that the

flying public took a dim view of the re-

sultant excessive smoking of the en-

gine. UAL doubted that smoking was

due to valve clearance.

Air France pointed out that the big

variable in exhaust component life

was number of takeoffs, not number
of flying hours.

New Trends—The session revealed

other interesting poweiplant develop-

ments. NAL, for instance, is pleased

with automatic spark advance on the

R-2000 (Aviation Wsek Mar. 5). It

cites savings of 17 gal./hr. on DC-4s.

Dollar economy was given at 2.57 per

hr. And maintenance is no problem.

Nitrided creeper gears and cast iron

snap rings in R-2000 clutches are per-

forming well, according to P&W
which says they go over 6000 hr. NWA
concurred.

Queried about the status of ‘‘C cyl-

inder tests, P&W replied that the first

engine had operated 892 hr. with one

cylinder change, the second S99 hr.

with no cylinder change. The manu-
facturer added that, although the cylin-

der ran somewhat hotter than pre-

vious models, instrumentation showed
the boss and guide temperatures to be

20 deg. cooler; therefore P&W was not

concerned.
P&W stated since valve guides in the

R-4360 can accommodate cylinder head

warpage, operators need not worry

about this condition. And reinforced

magnesium blower throats, to be re-

leased in Iiilv. should cure trouble of

this part cracking.

What is maximum engine overhaul

time? Panagra estimated 1500 hr. for

theR-2800. Wright Aero says it doesn't

know where the limit is-no restricting

item is evident at the present time.

Variables in determining maximum
engine overhaul time are; power pulled

out of engine; condition of engine at

o\erhaul and quality of overhaul.

Electrical Systems

Greatly increased reliability and im-

proved performance of many electrical

components high-lighted the electrical

session. One result was that vendors

were not subjected to as much criticism

as in previous years.

Among specific topics brought up
were these;

• Drive disconnects—Although drive dis-

conects provide a positive means of
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INCONEL
A Structurally Stable

Heat-Resisting Alloy

For High-Temperature Service

INCONEL*, a wrought nickel-chromium-iron alloy, U
noted for its strength and resistance to oxidation at high

temperatures. A structurally stable alloy, INCONEL
does not lose its toughness or ductility, due to internal

structural changes, even after long exposure to high

temperatures. It is particularly useful for service involv-

ing high temperatures, cyclic heating and cooling, and

Creep- and stress-rupture data for INCONEL up to

2000'F are outlined in this chart.

Room temperature mechanical property ranges of

INCONEL mill forms are shown in the following table:

lent performance in sub-zero temperatures. Strength

factors increase considerably in this range, without

appreciable loss of ductility or toughness,

Corrosion Resistance. The chromium content of

INCONEL raises its oxidation resistance considerably

above that of pure nickel, while at the same time its

high nickel content provides high corrosion resistance

under reducing conditions. It is highly resistant to fresh

and salt water, exhaust gases, and most organic acids

and compounds.

Fobrieotion. INCONEL is workable, both hot and cold.

It is machinable, though high-speed steel tools should

be used. It can be joined by the usual welding, brazing,

and soldering processes common to industry.

Applications. INCONEL is used for manifolds, col-

lector rings, heaters, lock wires, gaskets, jet blankets

and combustion liners, thermo-couple coverings, domes
and transition units in jet-propelled aircraft.

Forms Supplied. INCONEL is produced in the usual

mill forms— billets, rods, rounds, flats, hexagons, sheet

and strip, bars, tubing, wire, and a newT section.lt is also

produced in sand, centrifugal and precision castings.

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION
ENGINEERING PROPERTIES OF INCONEL is a

Technical Bulletin on Inconel that gives a full, factual

story, It is punched for ring book insertion, and will

be sent, free, on request for Technical Bulletin T-7.

And for technical help on specific high-temperature

metal problems, write fully to Inco’s Technical Set-

MECHANICAL PROPERTY RANGES OF INCONEL

Impact Strength. Charpy tests reveal impact strength

ranging from 187 ft-lb. at sub-zero temperatures to

154 ft-lb. at 1400”F.

Spring Properties. INCONEL is used regularly for

springs at temperatures of 500 to 600'F, because of its

resistance to relaxation or load loss in this range.

Low-Temperature Properties. INCONEL gives excel-

THE INTERNATIONAL NICKEL COMPANY, INC.

NICKEL alloys

NICKEL • LOW CARSON NICKEL
DUIUNICKEL> • INCONEir • INCONEL 'X**.
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stopping engine accessories in ease of

malfnnction, Douglas complained that

current designs do not permit recon-

nection in flight, and concluded that

you "may actually . . . substitute one
hazard for another."

• Batteries—TCA reported that the

RAI' is using akialine electrolyte bat-

teries almost exclusively and finds them
ideal. Weight penalty is 10-15 percent.

American objections were: cost too

much: need specialized ground equip-

ment: slow discharge rate maximum.
• DC poner—Douglas favored gen-

erator and alternator orerheat warning
devices; NWA says the GE units are

dependable.

Guide shaft failures of Eclipse-Pioneer

generators have been traced to im-

properly adjusted voltage regulator, ac-

cording to Capital, E-P agreed.

Relative to dc. generator controls,

Douglas recommends the installation

of overvoltage relays and heavy duty
contactors (Hartman 751-D or equiva-

lent) capable of opening the circuit

under high voltage and current condi-

tions.

TC.A is modifying its fleet to incor-

porate full protection against overvolt-

age. ground fault and feeder fault.

Consensus was, desirable as protec-

tive devices arc, nothing can substitute

for good primary design and installa-

• AC power—Best known remedy for

transformer explosions and smoking

upon failure is use of new sealed, in-

tcmallv fused transformers such as

Pioneer’s DVl'-57.

• Lighting—Carriers said that incan-

descent light bulb usage was excessive.

NWA and UAL agreed that fluorescent

lighting is. good and replacement of

lamps is almost nil.

U.AL is converting all aircraft to in-

corporate 80-times-a-roinute flashers on
all identification lights and is thinking

of installing a 2i-lb. rotating beacon

on top of the fin.

• Switches—The Micro Switch problem
was again raised. U.AL contended that

the hermetically sealed unit, tested on
ten DC-6s, is worth the high original

cost. Many felt that corrosion of Micro
Switches was not so much a fault of

the switch as it was of the installation.

Most airlines agreed that micro-posi-

tioners work well if treated well. 'ITiey

also indicated preference for standard

‘‘enclosed’’ relays rather than sealed

components because latter cannot be
overhauled economically. PAA says

merits of each depend on application.

• Wiring—Titeflex got the nod as being

the conduit that gives the best service

in engine application (not including

ignition). Breeze stainless steel also

came in for favorable comment.
Nvlon jacketed wire has proved to be

satisfactory to date for use in engine
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diversified experience
in avionics

• Contzacts 'with U. S. and foreign governments

for electronic work ate nothing new at Air

Associates! For many years, our Electronic

Division has been developing and manufac-

turing LF, VHF and UHF communication and

navigation systems, landing systems, tiring error

indicator systems, echo ranging systems (includ-

ing sonar) and special miniaturized electronic

devices. Our wide experience and expanded

facilities for airborne, marine and ground elec-

tronics equipment are available to help solve

your design and produclioa problems. Your in-

quiry to Telerboro will receive prompt attention.

TETERBORO, NEW JERSEY

SERVING THE NATION AVIATION



materials in the CONVAIR
B-36 mwsi withslond tem-

peratures from —100° to

-rSOO’ F.

S//^4Sr7C.*
is used wherever rubberlike

properties are required at

DOW CORNING CORPORATION
MIDLAND, lljpllf MICHIGAN

sections. It is also the only cable which

satisfactorily resists Skydrol (Aviation

Week May 7, p. 15). Best wire con-

struction for this application, according

to Douglas, is: tinned copper, extruded

polyvinyl chloride, Fiberglas braid, ex-

truded polyvinyl chloride, extruded

Nylon jacket, Douglas has two approved

sources for this cable: Surprenant Mfg-

Co-. 199 Washington St., Boston, and

Belden Mfg. Co., P. O. Box 5070A,

Chicago 80.

Douglas listed these as the three gen-

eral types of fire-resistant wiring with

which it has had experience; Roetbestos

“Firezone”; Packard P.E, 400, and Gen-

eral Electric.

Firezone is the highest temperature

wire known to Douglas. Composition

is nickel-clad copper conductor, felted

asbestos, asbestos braid silver colored

finish, all silicone-impregnated and

baked. Cable will withstand conductor

temperatures of 750 dee. F.. according

to Douglas which listea the other wire

maximum temperatures at 500 and 300

deg. respectively.

• Circuit protectors—Circuit protection

is provided chiefly for wiring, airframe

manufacturers agree. Some protection

is now given gyro flight instruments,

and internal protection for their units

is provided by some equipment manu-

facturers.

Considerable discussion revolved

about circuit breakers. Some airlines

contended that tests showed manufac-

turers' stated limits are not met by the

product. TCA argued that low amp.
treakers were impractical. S[3encer

Thermostat replied that its is develop-

ing breakers for amperages as low as

i and i- Heineman Electric is going

down to 10 milliaraps.

Consensus was that circuit breakers

should be tested periodically. Some
units that did not meet requirements

could be made to conform after a few

movements of the switch.

Many airlines and airframe manufac-

turers concurred that “pre-insulated"

electrical terminals were desirable.

Many are standardizing 100 percent on

these terminals.

Structures & Controls,

Interior Furnishings &

Equipment
Tliis session has always been char-

acterized by the number of subjects

discussed—from landing gear to water

systems, from oxygen systems to paint.

These are some of the problems and
solutions:

• Generally, dents of any consequence

are not tolerated in the leading edges

of DC-6 aircraft for aerodynamic

reasons.

• To combat corrosion in the vicinity

of galleys and lavatories Douglas now
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Torringfon Needle Beorings fit in tight places. These efficient

units have the smallest O.D. in relation to radial load copocity

of any anti-friction bearings.

This combinotion of compact size and high capacity has

proved an important design advantage from the standpoint

of space-savings and weight reduction. Products utilizing

Needle Beorings are models of simplicity and efficiency.

If your opplication requires compactness coupled with high

capacity, get acquainted with Torrington Needle Bearings.

We'll be glad to help you adapt them to your specific needs.

THE TORRINGTON COMPANY
Torrington, Conn, . South Bend 21, Ind,

Diilricl OfUces ond Distributors In PrinciprsI Cities of United Stales ond Canada

TORRINGTOI^^^^^EARINGS
• NEEDLE ROLLERS



SIZE or WEIGHT

FOR

GENERAL OFFICES
LOCKHEED AIR TERMINAL
LOS ANGELES. CALIFORNIA

...WORID’S LARGEST OPERATOR OF

A[R FREIGHT AIRCRAFT

uses a wash piimer and Vinyl top coat

^stem. These are supplied by United
Chromium, Inc., or Amercoat div, of

-\merican Pipe and Construction Co.
• For fioor structures, both passenger

and cargo, the airframe manufacturer

recommended variations of metal sheet

backed up by rolled or extruded

magnesium or dural sections. Stainless

steel or titanium were mentioned for

belly cargo compartments, and plastic

sheet was proposed as covering of

curxed Boors and cargo areas.

• A good method for treating lightly

corroded aluminum is to remove con-

taminants with moderate amounts of

weak acids, such as phosphoric and
hydrofliiosilicic. After etching, polish-

ing may be necessary for appearance's

• Douglas savs that 75S'I' has proved
very satisfactory on the DC-S. Being
a higher-strength alloy it requires more
care in design, fabrication, heat treat-

ment and handling.

• The company has developed a ball

bearing spherical staking method which
it says will be mote efficient than chisel

method of holding beatings in place

because it will allow more bearing re-

placements, will not induce cracks, will

reduce tool maintenance cost and give

control of depth of staking.

• Douglas knows of no instances of

Airstair doon opening in flight where
the positive detents have been provided-

• Douglas uses both Zyglo and Dy-
Check methods of inspection, depend-

ing on category of part and type of

inspection.

Zyglo is used for castings and forg-

ings, machined parts, extrusions and
wdd assemblies.

DyCheck process is excellent to in-

spect questionable local spots, to deter-

mine end of a crack, to locate stop hole

and for examination of smooth surfaces

where removal of dve is no problem.
• .^s cabin ceiling and side wall lining

material. Vinyl has the edge from a

maintenance standpoint, and gabardine

or broadcloth from an acoustical stand-

• To alleviate freezing of elevator,

aileron and rudder trim tabs. Douglas

recommends proper installation of tab

drum boots on DC-4 and -6 planes.

Ignition

Highlights of the ignition session

• A lively and accelerated interest in

analyzers; their use will undoubtedly re-

duce maintenance cost and time, in-

crease regularity. TCA feels use of

analyzers is justified for small airlines

and on well-known equipment such as

the DC-3.
• Vast improvement in spark plug de-

sign resulting in superior product costing

less money. These, coupled with low

tension ignition sjstems, have con-

tributed greatly to reduced ignition

maintenance and malfunction.

Spark Plugs— lively discussion took
place on the question of new vs. service-

cleaned spark plugs. TCA says the third

run plugs are the trouble maters- P&W
wants either an improvement in plug

cleaning equipment to permit better

cleaning of current plug designs, or bet-

ter plug designs to permit proper clean-

ing with current methods.
Engineers agreed that plugs tended to

foul more readily in water injection en-

gines than in dry ones.

Harnesses—Packard has developed a

new type of high-resistance ignition

cable consisting of a linen thread core

(previous core was nylon. Aviation
Week Sept, 18, 1950) impregnated with

graphite, Resistance is 4000-5000
ohms/ft-

Brought out primarily for automo-
biles to reduce television interference,

purpose of the cable is to prevent high-

frequency radiation, thus reduce plug

erosion. NW A engineers said that tests

revealed erosion rales comparable to

those obtained with low tension ignition

systems, but admitted the spark was

weaker. This could pose cold weaflier

starting problems.

EAL announced that it replaces the

Scintilla low tension ignition harnesses

on its Connies every fourth engine

change and is going to the fifth.

Scintilla has a lead now on test which
will give still better service, it says.

Wire and terminals can withstand

higher temperatures. Wire used is

3mm, but can be converted to 7mm.
R-4360 engine operators agreed that

Titeflex ignition harness on that engine

was giving good service except for the

mechanical problem of fitting failures.

Analyzeis—PAA and TCA strongly

championed engine analyzers; PA.\ the

airborne engine analyzer (specifically the

Sperry unit), while TCA spoke up in

favor of the ground ignition analyzer.

TC.4 is modifi-ing its entire fleet to use

the ground analyzer. It will use Scintilla

components throughout except for the

analvzer itself, which will be a British

unit.

Scintilla is not sold on the idea of an
engine analyzer which includes vibra-

tion analysis, therefore has devoted its

efforts toward development of an igni-

tion analyzer. It added that TCA's de-

cision justified Scintilla’s thinking. TCA
pointed out that its policy of airborne

vs. ground analyzers was influenced by
the fact that none of its planes cany a

flight engineer to operate an airborne

installation.

PA.^ offered these statistics as proof

that engine analyzers save time and
inonev-

• Savings during first year of operation

on Constellations: S7000 per plane.

• Sanngs on Boeing 577: 520,000 per
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TPie, world's -pirsh

Supersonic Spin Pid!

another ''first "for the niakeis of y^eroprops!
Now, for the first time, propellers can be

Studied while spinning at supersonic speeds.

Every action and reaction of new propeller

designs can be watched under conditions

that reproduce exactly every detail of flight.

This supersonic spin pit, developed under

Navy and Air Force contracts, is in itself a

radical advance in research and testing tech-

nique. And, coupled with the full facilities of

General Motors, it will help increase the

leadership Aeroproduccs now enjoys in the

field of turboprop power—the field of super-

yleroproducts
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year per plane. This is conservative esti-

mate predicated on 3-mo. period.

Seven out of ten ring land failures

were picked up on the analyzer, mean-
ing a cylinder change instead of a pos-

sible engine change. Analyzers saved at

least 5 engines in Pacific division.

• Ignition troubles do not cause delays

any more.

• Analyzer may be used to trouble-shoot

heater and turbosupercharger malfunc-

• With analyzer aboard the aircraft,

flight engineers can write up troubles

while plane returns to ramp (at takeoff)

or have them ready and waiting for

maintenance at the termination of a

trip. Mechanics normally can proceed

directly with correction 0/ trouble with-

out further investigation.

• The unit presents great possibilities

for increased accuracy and widening

range of applications.

Scintilla stated that it feeb substan-

tially the same savings could be obtained

with its analyzer.

TC.^p believing itself to be the first

airline to convert 100 percent of its

fleet to analyzers, estimated that it

would achieve 60-70 percent of PA.^’s

economies. PA.A thought this a bit

Primary motive behind TCA's de-

cision on conversion was preventive

maintenance. After exhaustive investi-

gation and cost analysis, the carrier de-

cided that ignition analyzers were eco-

nomically justified, not only on the

North Stars, but on the DC-3s. Reduc-

tion of plug removal alone would come
close to warranting the installation. And
the airline’s engineers felt that the Scin-

tilla equipment ideally suited their re-

quirements.

TCA’s costs for analyzer installation:

North Star—about $1000 and 100-120

man hours; DC-3s—about $700 and
75-80 man hours.

PAA said that training on use of

analyzers consisted of a 6-lir. course

backed up by 6-hr. refresher.

Scintilla’s engineers indicated that

the cost of their analyzer varied con-

siderably but cited these figures as being

tvpical for a complete installation on a

C)C-6: $1300 for equipment, 65 man
hours for installation, total direct cost

of less than $2000. Scintilla added that

it has established a training school in

Sidney with curricula designed for both

operator and the maintenance man.

Course lasts five davs, takes 40 hr.

C&S has a Scintilla analyzer and finds

it saves considerable trouble-shooting

Instruments

Airlines agreed almost unanimously

that standardization of instrument main-

tenance records as an ATA project

would be beneficial to all concerned.

Several carriers including UAL, have
taken steps in this direction within their

own organizations.

Some precautions against Bourdon
tube explosions in the cockpit are: PAA
silver solders tube end; UAL and N^V.^
make their own snubbers; another un-

derwrites unib made by Operating and
Maintenance Specialties Co,, Charlotte,

N. C-
Vertical gyro acceleration error has

reached an impasse. If erection time is

decreased, acceleration error increases,

and vice versa.

Engineers were in almost complete
agreement that instruments should be

plain black with white dials (not fluores-

cent), illuminated with both red and
white light. Navy has already standard-

ized on this scheme and US.^F plans to

do the same soon.

Advantages are: white markings on
black face gives maximum contrast. Red
light helps preserve night vision. White
light provides visibility in lightning

storms. Two systems provide protection

in case of lighting failure.

Carriers using the Sperry Zero Reader
say it has been trouble-free to date.

Lockheed came out strongly for high-

range resistance-type thermometers for

engine cylinder temperature indication,

citing these reasons: saves weight; elimi-

nates special iron-constantan cable, spe-

cial pins and disconnects and balancing

resistors; standardizes all temperature

indicators to resistance type,

NAL’s J. D. Crane made this observa-

tion concerning instruments in general:

Savings in maintenance costs mi^t well

justify replacing a continuously trouble-

some system with more modern, trouble-

free equipment.

NAL observed that although purchase

and maintenance costs of electric and
air-driven gyros is about the same, the

former is proving to be much more re-

liable.

In reply to a complaint that cover

glasse.i on the Sperry H-3 autopilot

togged up, Sperry replied that heated

Nesa glass should not fog unless con-

tacts are disturbed at installation.

Other operators noted the Eclipse

12401 and 15901 horizons experienced

erection difficulties due to magnetism.
TWA traced the trouble to magnetism
of the ball bearings. Eclipse is tri-ing to

find non-magnetic balls—to date best

are plated bronze units.

Automatic Pilots—Both autopilots

used by commercial carriers—tbc Sperry

A-12 and the Eclipse Pioneer PB-10—
have greatly improved in reliability dur-

ing the past year. The last bugs are

being worked out. "Ruggedized” tubes

in the amplifiers ate helping greatly.

Eclipse admits that the automatic

altitude control is still a problem, but

much work is being done on it to make
it acceptable.

F.ngineers agreed that it was desirable
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to check stick forces on the PB-10, al-

though check is difficult to perform.
Consensus was that check should be
nude at every amplifier or servo change
(sonic restricted this to elevator axis

Fuel and Oil Systems

In the discussion on integral fuel

tanks VS- bladder cells, the ATA consoli-

dated mechanical interruption summary
indicated that interruptions for cither

type were very low. Over a six-months’
period, the highest rate for integral tanks

per 1000 hr. of aircraft operation was
.071, for bladder ceils .143. Iloweier,

bladder cells had a record of four con-
secutive months with no interruptions.

For the same period, integral tanks aver-

aged about .025. One problem of blad-

der installations—detecting source of a

leak.

Constellations currently on the pro-

duction line are having their tanks

sealed with a water latex putty conform-
ing to specs. .4F 3610, Navy 52S12. and
L.4C 1-743. Lockheed is trying to elimi-

nate the spray method of application to

reduce amount of sealant required.

General impression of those who at-

tended the conference was that it was
better organized and mote information
was presented in better fashion than at

any previous meeting. There was one
underlying question: Is the conference
becoming too big and unwieldly? Next
year promises to bring about major pro-

cedural changes.

Recorder Listens

To Test Pilots

A miniaturized wire recorder, small
and rugged enough to withstand being
wrung out in test jet aircraft, is being
manufactured by Wirek, Ltd., Edge-
ware, Middlesex, Englatxl,

"The remotely controlled unit is a
quarter the size and a sixth the weight
of conventional wire recorders. It can
operate continuously for an hour.

Purpose is to relieve test pilot of the

cumbersome and difficult (especially

during extreme maneuvers) task of writ-

ing notes on a knee pad. With the wire
recorder, he can give a running com-
mentary of his observations and re-

actions with a minimum of trouble,

"rhese can be used in conjunction with
filmed records of flight instruments,

strain gauges and other test equipment,
correlation being done by means of

chronometer.

Tire compactness and lightness of the

recorder make it ideally suited to fighter

installation where space and weight are

at such a premiunr.

Hawker Aircraft assisted in the devel-

opment of the miniature recorder.

MAXIM HELPS SOLVE
TOUGHEST JOB YET

Here for the first time a jet engine installed in a plane is

being silenced successfully during run-up tests. At the

Lockheed Aircraft Co. in Burbank, final adjustments can now

be mode without the deafening roar that has been such o

hazard to technicians' hearing and health.

The ship shown is the new Lockheed F-94 which has a turbo-

jet engine equipped with after-burner. Maxim is proud to

hove worked with Lockheed in helping to solve this major

problem for the industry. Maxim is proud to chalk up

another ’’first" in the progress of silencing.

THE MAXIM SILENCE! COMPANY, 73 HOMESTEAD AVE., • HARTFOBD I. CONNECTICUT
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' Get Performance-

Long Life and Modern

Design, by Equipping With

SIOUX TOOLS are World famous as time

savers, cost reducers and for delivering on
esacting jobs. It's not what we think but

PERFECTED
ACTION

Valve

grinder offers the

cdrcrcrft motor valve seats with accuracy . . .

either cost, hardened steel, bronze or Stellite. The
driving spindle is adjustable to any angle. Uni-
versal motor operates on AC or DC. Net weight
aVi lbs.

ALBERTSON & CO., INC SIOUX CITY, IOWA, U. S. A.

SIOUX

AIR TRANSPORT
New Civil Air M-Day Plan Ready

Role of transport industry will be spelled out as soon

as several key positions are filled.

By F. Lee Moore

I'he billion-dollai-pius civil aviation

industry last week got an active war
mobilization plan, an office, and a

director.

Within another week or so the man
and the office may be ready to start

telling; how you must modify your
planes for war use, what you must do
with your planes and facilities on
Mobilization Day, what key personnel

you may keep in case of war, and what
equipment and replacement parts you
should hold on a stand-by basis for

M-Day reserve.

Top civil air mobilization director is

one-time CAA Administrator and
World War II military director of

U.S. civil aviation, Maj. Gen. Donald
H. Connolly. He is currently Balti-

more's Aviation Dept- director. Con-
nolly now has the title of Assistant for

Civil Aviation Mobilization to the Un-
dersecretary of Commerce for Trans-
portation. This means that Undersec-
retary Delos Rentzel has delegated air

mobilization direction to Connollv
(Avution Week May 14).

Connolly will have a deputy and
three directors under him. Titles are:

Director, Air Transport Division; Direc-

tor, General Operations Division; and
Director, Airports and Airways-

Names of the mobilization chiefs

were not released last week, but here
are the type of background they will

probably have: Deputy Mobilizer for

Connolly-a man high in civil-military

coordination activities, such as Air Co-
ordinating Committee; Transport Di-
rector—an airline president; General
Operations-a man experienced in both
government work and grassroots opera-
tions, like a state aviation commissioner:
Airports and Airways—a top man in

CA.4, for civil airports and airways.

The directors will run mobilization

and allocate facilities of the three phases

of civil aviation: transport; fixed-base

operators, overhaul and maintenance
bases, business and agricultural and
private aircraft; and airports and air-

Here's what each will ao:

Tianswwt Director-The Air TIan^

E
ort (Mobilization) director will mobi-
ze civil air carriers. That includes both

domestic and U.S. flag carriers, sched-

uled and large inegulai.

His job: “In consultation and co-

operation witii the military agencies,

the airline industry and the affected

civil agencies, (he will) plan and place

in operation a program to insure the

maximum utilization of our civil air

transport resources in such a manner as

to provide a reserve military airlift, con-

currently providing essential civil air

transport for the maintenance of our

productive economy.”
Specifically, he will direct and execute

these programs:
• Designate first- and second-line air

transport reserves.

• Modify ci'ril planes for military use.

• Set up a civil air priorities system for

passengers and cargo.

• Allocate planes to the military, after

determining their requirements.

• Provide standby equmment and re-

placement parts for M-bay.
• Set routes and other requirements for

"i war air service pattern of commercial
scheduled operations during war or

emergency.”
• .Allocate personnel by establishing and
operating a system of personnel alloca-

tion from the airlines to man the first-

and second-line reserves; make appro-

priate contracts and other arrangements

to operate this system.

In short, when this man is assigned,

he will really run the air transport in-

dustry in mobilization.

General Operations Director—The
Director of General Air Operations

(mobilization) will direct corporate, in-

dustrial, business, and agricultural air-

craft. He will also have charge of

all the plant facilities and overhaul and
maintenance bases those and other avia-

His job is stated about as follows:

Plan and place in operation a program
to insure maximum utilization or the

nation's civil aviation resources, ex-

cept air carriers: provide facilities avail-

able to the military for training and
flight and ground crews and related

technicians: provide for overhaul and
maintenance of both transport and
other type planes.

Specifically, he has charge of mobili-

zation programs involving:

• Training.

• Overhaul and maintenance facilities.

• Putting business planes in the air

transport reserve as required.

• Assure war use of civil planes for agri-

culture; air evacuation of urban centers;

liaison and courier duty; local transport

of medical supplies and personnel.

• Allocate non-transport type planes for

military, after determining their re-

quirements.

• Allocate personnel for civil overhaul

and maintenance bases, including those

operating under military contract. He
will do this by setting up a system of

personnel allocations and determining

manpower lequuements of all "general

operations" under his directorship.

The General Operations Director

will thus control mobilization of all

civil planes and maintenance facilities

except those of the airlines.

Airports & Airways Director—The big

task of the Director of Airports and
Airways Mobilization is to coordinate

the civil and mOitaiy.

Specifically, here is the job assigned

the Airports and Airways Director:

• Coordinate mobilization programs for

airports and airways between civil and
military interests.

• Execute a specific program for use of

civil airpoth by both military and civil.

• Safeguard security of the airpoib and

• Centralize responsibiliri- for wartime

operation of civil aiiports and airways

facilities of the U. S.

• Execute contracts for joint use of air-

ports by civil and military users so the

plan will be definite before the M-Day
rush. This is to be done in coordina-

tion with agencies having statutory re-

sponsibility for operation and construc-

tion of airports and airways.

This director is supposed to resolve

the pulling and hauling on civil-military

sharing or airports and airways. When
he it resolved, he is to put the

resolution dorvn in black and white, so

operations will be smooth when the

emergency happens.
Mobilization Office Set-Up—The new

Civil Aviation Mobilization Office un-

der the Commerce Undersecretary for

Transportation will h.ive six key men.
according to current plans: Undersecre-

tary Rentzel; Assistant for Air Mobiliza-

tion Connolly; his deputy fas yet un-

named); Rentzel's executive assistant,

Charles Longacre; and the three direc-

tors—Transport. General Operations,

and Airports & Airways—as yet un-
named. Air Coordinating Committee
Executive Secretary Charles 0. Cary is

doing a lot of the planning.

To see how Undersecretary Rentzel’s

office fits into the big picture in civil

air mobilization, see the organization

chart in Aviation ^^'EF.E, Mar. 26,

p. 65.

Aside from executive operations, the

mobilization office will also have a sec-

tion for gathering and preparing pro-

grams, reports, budgets, and statistics;

and a legal advisor.

There are also plans to have an ad-
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visory council or committee that meets
when Connolly has a problem. Pre-

sumably, this will be something like the
industry-government task groups that

drew up the original NSRB Air Trans-
port Survey.

The basic mobilization plan that

Rcntzel, Connolly, and this group will

use is the NSRB Air Transport
Mobilization survey, completed last

month under Rentzel's chairmanship.
That mobilization plan is secret in its

details. But since a plan mav not cover

all situations, mobilization depends on
the immediate situation, the men in

the new mobilization office will have a

lot to decide on their own from here on
out. And the military agencies, CAA,
CAB, and other agencies, plus private

industry, will no doubt keep coming up
with new ideas,

ICAO Recommends
Safety Provisions

Airlines and other aircraft operators

should strengthen passenger seats now
to withstand a crash impact of nine

times gravity (9Gs), the .Airworthiness

division of the International Civil Avia-

tion Organization recommends. Present

requirement is only 6Gs.
Other safety improvements recom-

mended for investigation are:

• Backward-facing seats; spacing of for-

ward-facing seats farther apart so pas-

sengers do not hit the seat in front in a

cra^; shoulder harness installation.

The U. S. Civil Aeronautics Board
has advocated backward-facing seats for

years. But most carriers oppose it; fliey

also oppose shoulder harness and wider-

spaced seating. Airlines reject these

radical changes because of high cost

and because they fear passengers would
not like them.

Latest plausible suggestions for in-

vestigation; strengthen existing seats to

9 Gs or more; "swing-seat” design,

whereby on impact shodc, the seat tips

back putting the passenger in prone
position so his head does not fly for-

ward into the seat ahead, and his body
does not tend to come out of the belt.

The safe-seating problem comes up
in the U. S. this summer at the second

annual Airworthiness Review meeting
Aug. 6. Here, CAB, CAA, airlines,

manufacturers, ALPA and others will

go over the suggestions made to date.

Agenda will be published about June 1

.

At the ICAO meeting, Ae U. S.

and some other nations opposed a pro-

posal that seat strength of 9 Gs be
required. So the proposal was made a

mere recommendation instead, U. 5,

says it is too early to make 9 Os the

final requirement; there are too many
other possible suggestions, such as 12-6
strength or any of the other seating

safety ideas, now in development stage.

Policy for ’52?

Recent Rentzel remarks

give clue to transport’s

role in near future.

The future shape of U. S. air trans-

port policy may be judged from recent

statements of Delos Rentzel, former

Civil Aeronautics Board Chairman, now
Undersecretary of Commerce and high
in the councils concerned with civil-

military air mobilization,

His statements, including those be-

fore the Airport Operators Council and
the management and board of directors

of Trans World Airlines, give this pic-

ture of probable 1952 aviation policy;

• Local service airlines. The locals are

here to stay, and thw now get 5-year

certificates instead o/ 3-year “tempo-
rary” certificates. They used to be called

"feeder" airlines, but "feeding” the

trunklines is now only 35 percent of

their business. Most of their passenger

loads are "strictly local in character and
a considerable boom to business within

the local regions that they served.”

CAB is anxious to have manufacturers

build a now modern replacement for the

DC-3s and C-47s the locals now operate.

Then they could come near supporting

themselves. Extending the locals' CAB
certificates to a five-year period is partly

to "establish a more stable and interest-

ing market for aircraft designers and re-

sult in the development of a suitable

local h'pe of transMrt aircraft.”

• Trunk airlines. Ilie Board has begun
to weed out the marginal cities from
trunk airline routes. This helps both the

trunks and the locals. It lets the trunk-

line increase bloek-to-block speed and
eliminates profit-draining stops. "And
in the future when we Have turboprop

and straight jet transports operating on
our domestic airlines, as we surely will

within the next five or ten years, such

a policy will make for greater technical

efficiency."

• Copter taxis. Rentzel says; "I foresee

the time when we may have a complete

network of local helicopter air opera-

tions channeling our passengers from
the very hearts of our cities out to our

air terminals. This development is not

nearly as far ofi as many . . . might

think. ... It must be considered as a

normal expected development of air

transportahon.”

Cliief reason for copter taxis’ in-

evitability: Airports are getting farther

from, not closer to, dty passenger mar-
kets; surface transport slowness from

city to terminal is a killing influence on

air speed advantages.

• Instrument panel standardization.

Despite industry bucking, CAB will go

through with its stan^rdized instiu-

SWORN IN; B) Commerce Secretary

Sawyer, Undeisecretaiy Rentzel (left) is set

ment panel regulation. Standardization

will give safety within an airlin^ safety

when airlines interchange equipment on
commercial runs-a fast-growing trend;

safety and efficiency on military opera-

tions like the Pacific airlift; and pilot-

trainin| cost reductions, after the initial

expensive transition.

Rentzel says: "The Board does not
think any airline should continue to he
so individualistic that it is unable to

even standardize the instrument panels

on its own fleet of aircraft."

• New routes vs. interchange. The Board
is still set against adding "any substan-

tial trunkline route mileage.” Instead,

.

the Board will continue improving air

service by pushing airline equipment
interchange. "Wherever possible, we
will have the pilots of one air carrier fly

their own aircraft over the route ancl

through the territory of another carrier.

This is often impractical, and when the
pilot must fly another airline's plane,

instrument standardization is essential

• International flights. CAB now wants
low-fare air-coach flight: first aim is to

get fares to Europe "within the financial

reach of millions of people who cannot
now afford the fare of the present luxury

services. It may mean that large num-
bers of American citizens will be able

to travel to Europe on a one- or two-

week vacation. . .
.” The Board wants

the regular certificated airlines to open
up this market. CAB has now ruled out
most trans-.Atlantic charter operations.

• Nonskeds. The Board will keep the

so-called large irregular carriers' opera-

tions truly non-scbeduled. To make
sure of this, CAB is still determined to

put into law its proposed Part 291 of

the Economic Regulations. This puts

a definite numerical limit on trips the

nonskeds can make per month.
But the nonskeds should be kept alive

as such, to meet sudden unpreoictable
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demands that the certificated airlines

cannot fully meet like military air char-
ter requimments in this mobilization

^The Future-Rentzel concludes his

CABpolicy statement:

"The implementation of the policies

I have mentioned . . . will obviouslv
affect the air transport and airport opera-

tions business in tlie near future."

Puerto Rico Nonskeds
Get Tighter Controls
A Civil Aeronautics Board and Puerto

Rico government inquiry of the Westair
plane crash of June 5, 1930, has resulted

in some new preventive rules, for non-
sked airlines, according to an official

communique from the office of the
Governor.

These rules came out of a series of

conferences with former CAA Adminis-
trator Donald Nyrop, CAA officials

Ernie Henslcv', William Roberts and
James Shipp, and Governor Luis Munoz
Marin. The Governor has ordered the
following measures:

• AH responsibilitv’ rests on the U. S.

federal government. It has full juris-

diction of air transport betv/een Puerto
Rico and the U. S. The Insular Govern-
ment will cooperate to carry out safety

measures at the airports.

• No two-engined planes of nonsked air-

lines may fly between Puerto Rico and
the mainland unless they use the same
route followed by Pan American and
Eastern on Miami-Puerto Rico flights.

This route keeps planes within 60 miles

of land. No direct two-engined flights

will be authorized bevond Jacksonville.

Before a two-engined flight may fly

north of West Palm Beach, the eanier

must get a special permit from CAA.
Reserve fuel requirements are specified.

• Brfoie departure, a CAA-licensed avia-

tion mechanic must inspect the plane.

Plane must carry ditching equipment.
The inspection must be conmlete. And
a CAA safety agent at Isla Grande Air-

port must verify the check, the fuel and
oil, and the plane’s weight.

Previous Rules—.\fter the Punta
Salinas air disaster of June 7, 1949, the

regulations were also tightened up, but

not as much as after the more recent

Here's what the Puerto Rico Trans-

?ortation Authority required after the

949 nonsked crash that killed over 50

Puerto Rican workers: All nonsked

flights bad tojet a special permit from

Puerto Rico 'Transportation Aufliority.

A CAA man had to make an inspection

of the plane.

It has been customary for CAA agents

to make occasional trips with the non-

skeds to check their efficienCT and safety.

And the CAA also makes efiecks on the

nonskeds at their home maintenance

bases. The new Puerto Rican flight re-

strictions mean tighter CAA control.

PAA Gains Important

Inter-America Link
Pan American World Airways has at

last won Presidential approval of an im-

portant new link in its system; for the

first time the West Coast gets direct

Latin America air service. Tire Civil

.Aeronautics Board, in a unanimous de-

cision over a year ago, had certificated

PanAm to serve between Los Angeles

and Guatemala City or points south.

C.AB experts say they do not know why
the President delayed approval so long.

Although Western Air Lines is cer-

tificated for this run, Western cannot

go on through to South America, and
so has never used the route, PanAm
now has CAB permission to serve from

Los Angeles to virtually any of its South
American points.

Opposition—Biggest opposition to the

Pan.Am certifiwtion came from Braniff

Airways.

West Coast-South .America traffic

contributed about 20 percent of Bran-

ifFs international revenues in the sum-

mer of 1948. But CAB says the public

needs a direct route, and I^nAm's is

and the PanAm service won’t put the

Braniff route out of business, the

Board holds.

CAB says it this way; "We do not be-

lieve that the route of any particular

carrier would be so substantially affected

as to threaten its continued operation,

and we are convinced that the substan-

tial public benefits that may be expected

from the proposed operation in provid-

ing a more adequate pattern of air serv-

ice between the West Coast states of

our nation and the countries of Central

and South America will far outweigh

any adverse effects that , . . result."

Tlie Board's decision agrees generally

with the conclusion and reasoning of

CAB Examiner Ralph L, Wiser. The
only important difference is that the

Board now certificates PanAm to Latin

America-Los Angeles, but not to San

Francisco. Travelers can get themselves

to Los Angles easily enough now—don't
need a PanAm extrasion all the way to

San Francisco. San Francisco accounts

for 29 percent of total West Coast-

Latin America air traffic, according to

September, 1948, traffic data.

Temporary—PanAm’s certification,

Los AngeleslGuatemala City and points

south, is for three years. One reason

the Board decided on only three years

is that in the next three years, the pend-

ing pattern of inter-American service,

complete with interchanges, will have

had time to cr^'stallize. 'llren CAB can

re-evaluate the Los Angeles-Guatemala

City route “in relation to the over-all

pattern of routes to Latin America.”

Tbr ‘Dependable

Hose Connections

For over a quarter century. Wittek has

specialized in hose damps, devoting

craftsmen’s skills to producing hose

clamps of uniform accuracy in clamp-

physical strength, for dependable leak-

proof hose connections. This experience

is yours when you place your aircraft

hose clamp requirements with us.
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SUPPORT AND STRAPS ^
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EQUIPMENT ATIACHMENTt

If YOU Are

LOOKING
To The Future

With A Leader

PIASECKI
Offers Attroctive

Openings For

LAYOUT DRAnSMEN

WEIGHT ANALYSTS

STRESS ANALYSTS

AERODYNAMItlSTS

With Aircraft Experience

Excellent campony benefits, paid

vacations ond opportunity to ad-

vance in a giowing industry.

Write, GMng Dttailtd Resume of

PIASECKI HELICOPTER CORP.

Transcontinental

Interchange Begins
This month starts the biggest test of

CAB's big route-arrangement experi-

ment-sponsoring airline interchange

over existing routes, instead of giving

airlines new routes.

The last link of southern air service

to the west has started, as Branilf, Con-
tinental and American Airlines have be-

gun onc-plane service, Houston-Los
-Angeles.

Once daily, a Branilf crew starts out

at J;15 p.in. flying a DC-6 from Hous-
ton to San Antonio. Then a Continental

crew flies the same plane on to El Paso,

where an American crew takes over and
pilots it to Los Angeles. Same thing

works ill reverse on the east-bound

flight.

On the other triple interchange—
Miami-West Coast via National, Delta

and American—there are two round-
trips daily, one to Los Angeles, the

other to San Francisco. On the Atlanta-

West Coast Delta-American inter-

change. there are three roundtrips daily,

one to San Francisco, two to Los An-

LAA Cuts Copter

Operating Expenses
Los Angeles Airways, pioneer metro-

politan helicopter service, cut operating

expenses pet revenue mile by 12 per-

cent this March compared with a year

ago. And while expenses per revenue

copter mile went down from SI.23 to

$1.08, actual pound miles flown gained

26 percent, from last year's 7,456,493

to 9,419,944 in March this year. LAA
completed 99 percent of scheduled

mileage this March, compared with

only 96 percent a year ago.

Here is the break-down on LAA’s
unit cost reduction for the period,

Match 1950-51;

U.S., Netherlands

Start Air Talks
The State Department has begun

bilateral air negotiations with 'The

Netherlands; there has been no formal

agreement between them since the U. S.

denounced the Multi-Nation Air Trans-

port Agreement of 1944.

Outcome of the talks is expected to

be like the U. S.-British and U. S.-

French agreements, following the "Ber-

muda Principles.” Chief restriction

would be that carriers must not put too-

many planes on the routes, lest every-

one lose through intense competition

and low load factors.

Charter Flights Get

Under Deadline
The Civil Aeronautics Board will let

those students booked before Mar, 23

by the travel agencies like Youth

Argosy fly to Europe on agency-char-

tered planes this summer. But CAB's

Mar. 23 policy forbidding any more

“indirect carrier” chartering still stands.

Some observers say it's unlikely more
than 300 of Argosy's 1000 reservations

will make their trip on Argosy-chartered

flights this summer. The Board says

Argosy must contract with the regularly

scheduled trans-Atlantic air carriers for

the flights.

Cool IATA Reaction

Seen to Ocean Coach
Qualified observers at tire Civil

Aeronautics Board and State Depart-

ment say they would not be surprised

at anything that the International Air

Transport Assn, might decide at the

current Bermuda conference. But they

doubt that Pan American will get the

other carriers to agree to its trans-

Atlantic air coach proposal: that pro-

posal. as approved by the CAB, is for

a N. Y.-London S40S roundtrip coach

fare ($225 one way) and $711 regular

fare ($395 one way).

lATA members must vote unani-

mously to get a decision. In this period

of rising costs, many carriers are set

against lowering fares radically.

Besides the PanAm air coach pro-

posal, the next hottest issue at the

meeting is a lAT.A attempt to control

fares for the whole Western Hemi-

sphere. Right now, the only “closed-

fare" areas are the Atlantic 6cean and

five South American countries; Argen-

tina, Brazil. Chile, Paraguay and Ura-

guay. Two big obstacles to lATA’s

getting control of fares are: Empire

preference policy, on such as British

Overseas Airways’ Caribbean rates;

and currency manipulation, as in

.Argentina.

The C.AB-approved American plan

for trans-Atlantic rate structure. New
York-London, proposes;

• Coach-class service the year round

would be kept from competing much
with regular-fare service by restrictive

provisions: high seating density (100 in
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Stratocruiser, 65 in DC-6 or Constella-

tion, 60 in I3C-4); limit of coach serv-

ice to one-fifth as many seat miles avail-

able as regular service in 1950; no free

meals; no extra-section coach flights;

and a minimum service standard gen-

erally,

• Rcgular-faic service should be $395
one way and $711 round trip, whether
lATA accepts air coach or not.

• Alternate proposal, if lATA rejects air

coach: special winter roundtrip rate (for

30-day trip) 14 times the tegular one-

way 6re.

Military Travel Up
On Scheduled Lines

Scheduled domestic airlines are doing

about $1,750,000 a month of official

military travel business. 'Hiey expect

this volume to increase, says Air Trans-
port Assn, vice president and traffic sec-

retary M. F. Redfern. The current

official military travel request business

compares with an average of only $.5

million a month in the pre-Korea fiscal

year ended June 30, 1950.
Air, rail and bus organizations ate

now negotiating fiscal 1952 military

traffic contracts with Defense Depart-

ment. 'The usual airline military dis-

count of 10 percent from filed tariffs is

expected to be renewed. Military is ex-

pected to eliminate the "rail preference

clause," which favored rail travel over

CAB Examiner Hits

‘Regular’ Nonskeds
Civil Aeronautics Board Examiner

Banon Fredericks says CAB should re-

voke the registration letters of two non-
skeds—Trans American Airways and
Great Lakes Airlines—for running regu-

lar route services. Regular service by a

nonsked violates the Board’s Economic
Regulation 291 forbidding this practice,

Examiner Fredericks also urges the

Board to stop Edward Ware TaSor and
Sky Coach Airttavel from giving unau-

thorized transportation.

SHORTLINES

Air France—French airline has started

through-flight service. New York-Ger-

many, leaving New York Wednesdays,

with a short refueling stop in Paris.

Air Line Stewards and Stewardesses

Assn,—First convention of ALSSA starts

at Chicago June 5- Affiliated wiffi

ALFA since 1947, the union now has

over 3500 members.

All-American Airways—AA.A general

traffic manager Crawford W. Cline has

resigned. He is succeeded by Robert C.
Meserve. Cline will start an airline

traffic research and service agency; he
plans to market a ready-reference guide

and will handle other traffic and sales

manuals.

Bianiff International Airways—Carrier
flew a record first quarter 182,976 rev-

enue passengers, up 32 percent from
1950. First quartet earnings were
$443,111.

British Overseas Airways—BOAC has

dropped the l,atin American west coast

service, Jamaica-Santiago, because of in-

tense competition from Panagra and
Braniff. Reportedly the line lost $3,-

480,400 on it the first 11 months of

fiscal 1950-51. Loss on the rest of

BOAC’s SA routes was $2,455,600.

B0.4C's South American run is via Lis-

bon, Azores, Bermuda, Nassau, Ba-

hamas, Kingston, and Jamaica. Lopped-
off service was Jamaica-Panama-Lima-
Santiago. . . . British Colonial Office

will build a new airport at Singapore

with a 7500-ft. runway, big enough to

take tire de Havilland Comets on order

for EOAC.

Capital Airlines—Capital’s first-quarter

operating profit of $220,149 compares
with a loss of $128,032 a year ago. This

is Capital’s first profitable winter in 24
years. Revenues for January-March

svere $8,177,561, compared to $5,919,-

605 a year ago. . . . March revenues of

$3,023,132 yielded operating profit of

$152,854.

Colonial Airlines-Colonial started

service to Binghamton, N. Y., last week,

through the new Broome County Ait-

Continental Air Lines—CAL has ap-

pointed Col, Harry C. Short vice presi-

dent in charge of maintenance and engi-

neering. He was general manager of me
CAL Denver modification center. . . .

Continental has started negotiations

with the city of Denver for land at

Stapleton Airfield; CAL plans to build

two hangars and buildings as a perma-

nent company home, The company will

finance, design and build the $2-million

quarters itself.

Mid-Continent Airlines — Directors

have promoted P, H. Carr from assistant

secretary to sewetary of the company.

Northwest Airlines—NVVA and Scan-

dinavian Airlines have agreed on a

round-the-world two-airline route, with

connections at New York and 'Tokyo.

The new SAS Bangkok-Tokyo route was

Made in any si2ie

for any type of use

DARNELL
All Darnell Casters fea>

lure a DOUBLE Ball-

Bearing Swivel— All

hardened by the car-

bonizing process—
Bust-proofed by Cad-

mium plating— Fur-

rushed with semi-steel

<or rubber treads.

Always

ai0®©lik

DARNELL CORP. LTD

LONG BEACH 4. CALIFORNIA

WALKER ST.. NEW YORK 12 H

N CLINTON CHICAGO 6 I
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UNITED STATES STEEL SUPPLY COMPANY

formerly the missing link in this circuit.

Pan Araerican-Graoe Airways—Panaera

flew 12,703,000 revenue passenger miles

in March—up 31 percent over 1950.

March revenue ton miles came to

1,702,252, up 35 percent.

Piedmont Airlines—Load factor on the

local service airline was 511 percent in

April-with 14,721 passengers carried

3,347.414 revenue passenger miles. . . .

I^ssenger miles the 6rst four months
were 11,022,964—up 79 percent.

Seaboard & Western Airlines—Com-
pleting its fourth year's operation last

week, the international nonsked had
totted up 17,701,000 freight ton miles

the past year. Four-year totals: 30,359,-

000 ton miles; 8,885,000 revenue plane

miles; 1780 ocean crossings. On the

Tokyo lift, S&W has carriM 4,550,000

1b. military cargo and 5600 men.

Southern Airways—Local service air-

line carried three times the traffic the

first quarter of this vear over last year.

Jamiary-March traffic was 3,140,799

revenue passenger miles.

Trans World Airlines—First-quarter

net profit of TWA was S150,06S-its

first first-quarter profit since 1945. I-ast

year's loss was $1,846,704 the first quar-

United Air Lines—U.^L's April traffic

ran 147,297,000 revenue passenger miles

—up 374 percent from a year ago. Mail

ton miles were up 424 percent to 1,360,-

000; express up 28 percent to 806,000^

freight down 9 percent to 2,002,000.

. . . UAL is doubting Honolulu-Califor-

nia service June 1 with two roundtrips

daily using Stratocruisers. . . Company
expansion plans at Denver are delayed

by a city auditor decision that the pro-

posed city construction bond issue was
unconstitutional withouta popular vote,

but the city council is worting on a

compromise. (Continental Air Lines is

building its own improvements, and is

therefore unaffected by similar delays.)-

Western Air Lines—W.AL first-quarter

profit of $166,925 compares with year-

ago loss of $37,707. Total operating

revenues are up 25 percent to $3,650,-

830. Directors voted a 25-cent dividend

payable May 15 to stockholders of rec-

ord May 1. . . . Company has five

Douglas DC-6Bs on order for 1952 at

total cost of over S5 million. A recent

$8 million line of credit will help
finance the purchase; $2.5 million of it

retired an RFC debt. . . . Latest com-
pany promotion brochure features

western's service as the “fastest route

to western defense contracts,” for busi-

nessmen of 13 western states.
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THieO OF A SPECIAL SERIES

We Mobilize for Freedom

WHY
Controls ore Necessary

One of the encouraging characteristics of the

American people is their dislike for govern-

ment controls. This augurs well for the future

of their economic and political freedom,

But for the next few years we must not only

tolerate but also help to make effective a whole

battery of emergency government controls

over our economic life. If we fail to do this

now the future of that freedom we cherish will

be imperilled. It is the purpose of this editor-

ial— the third in a special series—to explain in

simple terms why- this is so.

After our military victory in World War II,

we rushed through a demobilization which cut

our military strength to about one-tenth of its

wartime peak- Our allies did much the same

thing. But the Russians maintained much of

their wartime military strength and built up
that of their satellites. With prodigious speed

we switched from military to civilian produc-

tion and went on to enjoy a rousing postwar

boom— the greatest in our history.

This boom was in vigorous progress when,

on June 25 last year, the Russian-sponsored

North Korean army attacked South Korea.

Our industrial production was rolling along at

almost twice its prewar level. We had labor

shortages in many key industrial areas. Under

the impact of heavy buying all along the line,

prices were climbing.

When the North Koreans smashed into

South Korea they smashed into our national

consciousness this fact: if we want a fair

chance to save our national freedom from de-

struction by Communist aggression, we must

race to restore some of the military power we
had so speedily written off after World War II.

And we must do it with our resources already

very fully occupied with a boom in civilian

business.

Program Small Compared to

World War II

Compared with our military effort in World

War II, the mobilization on which we are now
embarked is small. At its peak, under present

schedules, it will absorb no more than one-fifth

of the total national production, During World

War n we reached a point when nearly half

of our total production went for war-making.

Moreover, our economy now is much bigger

and stronger than it was in World War II.

During the last decade there has been an in-

crease of about 15 percent in our labor force.

Our workers have had the training advantage

of steady employment. The capacity of our

industrial establishment is two-thirds again as

great as it was ten years ago. Since the war no

less than $70 billion has been spent to expand

and modernize it.

Given time, the industrial giant we have

created could pick up in its stride the added

load of production for defense that now is con-
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templated. But speed is of the very essence.

There is little dissent from the proposition that

if we are to stand off Russian aggression suc-

cessfully we have, at the outside, two years

in which to get ready.

Controls Needed to Prevent Chaos

These two facts — (1) the necessity for

speed in our rearmament program and (2) an

economy already stretched taut by a record

civilian boom—create the general necessity for

government controls. If we simply pile the

billions of added defense expenditures author-

ized since last June on top of the civilian boom,

and let it go at that, two destructive develop-

ments would follow. There would be a scram-

ble for scarce materials, notably metals, which

would create chaos in those markets. And
prices would go through the roof.

Our situation during this mobilization is

radically different from what it was when we
rushed to get ready for World War II. Then

we started with an economy that was coming

out of a long depression. There was plenty of

slack. Even in mid-1941 we still had over 6

million unemployed. Thus it was possible for

us to expand war production greatly and also

increase civilian living standards before the

limits of our productive capacity made ex-

tensive controls necessary. But as we begin

this new mobilization we find our economy
already operating virtually at capacity. This

fact is of key importance in understanding

why this relatively small defense program so

quickly requires the imposition of controls.

The selection and administration of con-

trols thus far has been badly bungled. The

threat of price controls, for example, was
broadcast so vigorously and for so long that

our people were virtually asked to raise prices

and thereby do much to defeat the controls.

Adequate taxation directed so as to attack

inflation at the source and thus give direct

price control a chance to operate has not yet

been provided.

Indeed, we could readily assemble a long

and devastating catalog of the deficiencies of

the government’s control program. But that

would not dispose of the necessity for con-

trols—by priority, by allocation, and, as a

stop-gap, by direct prescription of selling

prices — if we are to carry out our mobiliza-

tion successfully. That is the only means by

which a clear right of way for defense pro-

duction can be cut through the highways of

trade and commerce now jammed with civilian

boom business.

Hope In The Wilson Plan

Since he became Director of Mobilization,

Charles E. Wilson has added a new element

of order and hopefulness to the mobilization

program. He has laid out a plan which, if we
are spared all-out war, would do three things

by 1953. First, it would produce the weapons
needed by our army and our allies to meet an

immediate threat. Second, it would create the

capacity that would enable us to move at high

speed into weapons production for ail-out war
— if necessary. Third, it would create the

additional production capacity that would re-

store by that date our ability to resume the

climb of the American civUian standard of

living.

In technical and industrial terms the

Wilson Plan seems to be feasible. If it is suc-

cessfully carried out, we should be able to

begin getting rid of controls rapidly by 1953.

But to carry out the program successfully, it

must now have vigorous support from every-

one. That does not mean mere agreement that

it is a good plan. It means that we must con-

form to the controls that are necessary to make
the plan work. In developing this support, the

business community is in position to exercise

crucially important leadership.

As has often happened in our national his-

tory, we are confronted by a paradox. We must
accept emergency controls for the time being

to insure survival of the freedom that they

infringe. But, as we do this, we may find some
comfort in the reflection that while controls

from Washington are hateful, controls from
Moscow would be infinitely worse.

McGraw-Hill Publishing Companyf Inc.
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AVIATION CALENDAR

May 21-24—Tenth annua) conference of (he
Society of Aeronautical Wright Engineers,
Hotel Jefferson, St. Louis, Mo.

May 2J-25—.National conference on air-

borne electronics, sponsored by Dayton
chapter. Institute of Radio Engineers,

Biltmore Hotel, Dayton, Ohio.
May 25—Spring meeting, board of governors,

Aircraft Industries Assn,, Carlton Hotel,
Washington, D. C.

May 26-Second annual maintenance and
operation clinic, Reading Municipal Air-

port, Pa, Weather date. May 27.

May 27—Spring roundup and open house,

San Fernando Valley Airport. Van Nuys,
Calif., sponsored by Van Nuys chamber of

commerce and Los Angeles Department of

Airports. Included in program will be
midget races.

May 27-30-Thitd annual Wright memorial
glider meet. South Dayton Airport. Day-
ton. Ohio.

May 28-29—,\nnual membership meeting of

tlie Aeronautical Training &)cietv, May-
flower Hotel, Washington, D. C,

'

May 30—Dedication of Broome County Air-

port, Binghamton, N. Y.
June 8—Fourth annual forum of the Cor-

poration Aircraft Owners Assn., Hotel
Statler, Washington, D. C.

June 13—Semi-annual meeting of the Avia-

tion division, Society of Mechanical Engi-

neers, Royal York Hotel, Toronto, Ont.

June 13-16-,\viation Writers Assn., conven-

tion, Hotel Commodore, N. Y.

June i5-July 1—International aviation dis-

play, Grand Palais and Le Bourget Air-

port, Paris.

June 18-July 6-Three-week Air Age Insti-

tute course, Parks College of Aeronautical

Technologv of St. Louis University, East

St. Louis, III.

June 2I-22-Sccond annual local air service

seminar, Purdue University, Lahvette,

Ind. For deUiU write Jim kav, 1507 M
St., N.W., Washington, D. C.

lone ,23-1951 British National Air Races,

Hatfield Aerodrome, Hertfordshire, for

light, heavy craft, and jets. Entry blanks

available from National Aeronautic Assn.,

1025 Connecticut Avc., N.W., Washing-
ton 6, Closing date for receipt of entries

is May 1.

Jane 27-28-1951 annual summer meeting,

Institute of Aeronautical Sciences, IAS
Western Headquarters Bldg., 7660 Bev-

erly Blvd., Los Angeles.

July 4-12—National soaring contest, Elmira,

N. Y.

July 17-18—European ignition conference,

sponsored by Lodge Plugs, Ltd., Savoy

Hotel, London, England.

Aug. 22-24-Westem convention of Insti-

tute of Radio Engineers and Seventh

annual Pacific electronic exhibit.

Oct. 2-4—Seventh annual aircraft spark plug

and ignition conference, sponsored by

Champion Spark Plug Co., at Toledo.

PICTURE CREDITS

C//AS£ AIRCRAFT CO., //VC.

OFFERS PERMANENT POSITIONS

Immediate Openings for

ENGINEERS
DESIGN WEIGHTS
AERODYNAMICS VIBRATION
STRUCTURES FLIGHT TEST

QUALITY CONTROL INSTRUMENTATION

Design Layout Draftsmen

AIRFRAME COMMUNICATIONS
POWER PLANT EQUIPMENT
ELECTRICAL CONTROLS
HYDRAULIC ALIGHTING GEAR

HEATING AND DE-ICING

Service Engineering

SERVICE ENGINEERS TECHNICAL WRITERS
SPARES ANALYSTS TECH. ILLUSTRATORS

Production Engineers

PRODUCTION PUNNING
PLANT LAYOUT METHODS
TOOL DESIGN SHOP LIAISON

LOFTING MATERIAL CONTROL
TOOL PLANNING TOOL CONTROL

PROCESS PLANNING

Excellent opportunity to advance with a growing

Company—the foremost builders of assault trans-

ports for the Armed Forces—with unlimited possi-

bilities.

Write for applicotion form

or mail resume.

Convenient interviews will be orranaed for

Chase AIRCRAFT CO., Inc.

Shipp; fc-119)* Fairchild; IS—^(C-12!)

Ryan Aeronautical Co.; es—CAB.

WEST TRENTON, NEW JERSEY
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SEARCHLIGHT SECTION

ENGINEERS
Career Positions for Qualified Men

Baltimore, Maryland

AERODYNAMICS ENGINEERS

2-6 Years' Experience

Aerodynamic testing, design and development. Wide variety of

progressive projects, including missiles, flying boats, guidance

systems, high-performance militory airplanes, commercial air-

planes, proposals and research contracts.

STRUCTURES ENGINEERS

Openings in all classifications in the wide variety of progressive

projects noted above.

POWER PLANT ENGINEERS

3 Years' Experience

Jet engines analysis, design and test background.

CABIN CONDITIONING ENGINEERS

3 Yeors' Experience

Housing Ample—Rentals Reasonable

THE GLENN L. MARTIN COMPANY
EMPLOYMENT DEPARTMENT BALTIMORE 3, MARYLAND

ENGINTEEBS
KAMAN AIRCRAFT CORPORATION

offers you unusual opportunities to secure your future with a young end
growing organization. Long range program developing and producing

new types of helicopters for the military services.

Excellent suburban working and living conditions. Compensation for

extended work week. Top rated educational, cultural and recreational

facilities.

ROTOR DESIGNERS

POWER TRANSMISSION
DESIGNERS

AIRCRAFT CONTROLS
DESIGNERS

ENGINE INSTALUTION
DESIGNERS

Send detailed resume to

PERSONNEL MANAGER
THE KAMAN AIRCRAFT CORPORATION

WINDSOR LOCKS, CONNECTICUT

AIRFRAME DESIGNERS
ROTOR STRESS ENGINEERS
LOFTSMEN
DRAFTSMEN (Layout & Checkers)

PRODUCTION PLANNERS
TOOL, JIG ond FIXTURE
DESIGNERS

AC SPARK PLUG

DIVISION
of

GENERAL MOTORS
CORPORATION

PRECISION INSTRUMENT PLANT

Positions now asaiioblo for highest

MECHANICAL DESIGN ENGINEERS

ELECTRONIC ENGINEERS

SERVO ENGINEERS

KINIOR ENGINEERS

development of highly complex equi

of the most odvonced type.

Write or Apply

AC Spark Plug Division

GENERAL MOTORS CORPORATISN

1925 E. KeniiworHi Plata

Milwaukaa 2, Wisconsin

A Wanted

ENGINEERS
AND

SCIENTISTS
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SEARCHLIGHT SECTION

Openings for

ENGINEERS
in

CALIFORNIA
Positions now available for experi-

enced aircraft engineers

ELECTRONIC SPECIALISTS

RADAR TECHNICIANS

AERODVNAMICISTS

AIRCRAFT DESIGN ENGINEERS

STRESS ENGINEERS

DRAFTSMEN

SPECIALISTS IN AIRCRAFT

ENGINE EXHAUST SYSTEM

DEVELOPMENT

with background in

Thermodynamics and Combustion

Send resume of experience and
technical training to

Director of Engineering

RYAN
AERONAUTICAL COMPANY

Lindbergh Field

SAN DIEGO, CALIFORNIA

AIRCRAFT STRESS

ANALYSTS

AIRCRAFT STRUCTURES

ENGINEERS

Noedod IjBBodlatalr for axpaadSsg

B.8. degrww la onglaoorlag plan vw
poDalblo-azporloDcw backgroaod la lha

aircraft Oald.

ENGINEERING

DESIGNERS & DRAFTSMEN
WIU> elreiafi iltacturoe dNlga oxporL

MECHANICAL DESIGNERS

Design experience oa complicated aole-

Sead deUUlsd teenme ol rout educa-

C. C. SAYGOL
Aeronautical engineering

HUGHES AIRCRAFT CO.

Culver City, Calif.

ENGINEERS^
Goodyear Aircraft Corporation, one of the old-
est aircraft development organizations in the

eers, qualified through educational background
and experience, in all phases oi cdrciaft design
and development.

A foremost producer of military afrcioft during
World War II. Goodyear Aircraft is continumg
Its long-range program for the development,
design, and manufacture of a highly diversified

line of products. In oddition to currently manu-
facturing airplanes vwiN cdiships, the company
also designs and builds a nuznber of vit^ com-
ponents, including wheels and brakes, plastic

oircrait components, guided missiles, radar,
and other materiel for the defense program.

The diver^cation of products at Goodyear Air-

craft Corporation has resulted in cm unusually
stable oM progrssaive organization throughout
postwar years.

You are invited to investigate these opportunifies
by submitting a resume ol your qualifications ond
experience, which will be given prompt imd
serious consideration.

Address all correspondence to Mr. C. G. Jonas,
Salcrry Persotmel Department.

gooo^’Vear
AIPCRAFT CORPORATION

AXBON 15, OHIO

DIRECTOR OF

ENGINEERING TRAINING

for position in large Eastern Air-

craft Corp. Should possess In-

dustrial training experience

Write

INSTRUMEN^T^MECHANICS

AIRCRAFT COMPONENTS INC.

INSULATION

FIELD ENGINEER
Immediate opening for qualified

engineer, living in Midwest orea,

to represent in Midwest foremost

manufocturer of aircraft insula-

tion, on a salary plus expenses

If you have previous experience in

aircraft insulation, ore free to

travel, and are between the age
of 36 and 43, write for applicotion

today to;
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SEARCHLIGHT SECTION

Watch our future ads for further listings of all types of aircraft parts!

One of America's largest stocks of UNUSED

AIRCRAFT PARTS
We own and offer all parts listed—plus many thousands

more—stocked in our Baltimore warehouse!

ELECTRONIC COMPONENTS MISCELLANEOUS

AIRCRAFT COMPONENTS

S “r*” i si Ss
E '= r “

i it
'S E S"

i i
i E. Eb

75000 51506 Pl.;s

1 ii i'
161 54335 Plpt

i E S'

SSsSrSI?" 1 1|3

-ORPEpirTRUCKS

'A' Send us your material lists for screening/

WRITE—WIRE—PHONE

COMMERCIAL SURPLUS SALES CO.
4101 CURTIS AVENUE, BALTIMORE 26, MARYLAND

TELEPHONE: CURTIS 3300
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COCKPIT VIEWPOINT
Accident Investigation Is Serious Business

The federal investigation of an airline accident should be one of the most
solemn obligations of all concerned. These affairs must usually be judged mainly
on circumstantial evidence so great care must be exercised to arrive at the correct

solution.

L^Ily speaking, when reasonable doubt exists as to the cause, tlie only plausible

verdict should be an indictment of all possible factors.

2-0-2 Report—Recently, CAB made public its official report of a Northwest Air-

lines Martin 2-0-2 accident at Minneapolis on Mar. 7, 1950. This report, based
largely on circumstantial evidence, attributes the accident solely to an attempt of

the pilot to make a visual approach in bad weather. Many competent aviatioir

people have interpreted the facts differently and reach different conclusions.

In the accident in question a Martin 2-0-2 made an instrument (ILS) approach
at Minneapolis during a period of snow and high winds. Previously, pilots had
reported a great deal of turbulence along the approach path.

It is a known fact that many factors can cause the ILS to veer from its intended
course. T'wo such factors were present at the time of the crash; snow, and a plane
taking off on the instrument runway. The takeoff was an NWA Boeing 377 which
reportedly also ran up in position, then passed over the ILS transmitter at exactly

the instant the Martin passed the outer marker on final.

Either one. or both, of these factors may have displaced the ILS localizer. Who
really knows?

The Instrument Landing System consists of two radio “beams”; the localizer for

direction, the glide slope for altitude, Either or both courses may be displaced,

the one up or down, the other right or left. The entire cockpit-indicated accuracy

of the ILS therefore hinges on the monitoring devices. CAB’s official report states:

“Both the glide path and the localizer transmitters are guarded by monitoring
devices. TTiese devices automatically turn the transmitters off if they do not
operate within accepted limits.”

This statement is known to be erroneous. The localizer monitor at Minneapolis
was, and is, not automatic.

The localizer monitoring devices used by the CA.A ring a bell and turn on a
warning light in the control tower. The operator on duty may immediately turn
off the ILS, or. if his attention is elsewhere, he may not. Beyond this, however,
the monitors offer no proof of what is happening in the vicinity of the outer
marker since they are not located there. And considerable evidence shows that

several conditions existed which could have caused localizer displacement.

The Martin collided with a flagpole and subsequently crashed. The pole was
located 650 feet off the runway centerline and 126 feet below the glide path. A
pilot’s only check on the height of the glide slope is his altimeter. At the time of
the accident there was a great deal of turbulence in the approach area. The weather
phenomena associated with turbulence, plus other possiHe errors in the altimeter,

could easily account for 126 feet. If the ILS was displaced in any way, all factors

in the cockpit could have checked normally with the plane in a dangerous position-

Reasonable Doubt—The foregoing analysis may, of course, not be the real answer
either. But each step is believed technically and operationally logical and the
condusion stated is believed to be mote than a possibility. The official report
not only fails to recognize this, it refutes it. The Board contends that the pilot dis-

r^rde3 the ILS and attempted a visual landing. By this conclusion the CAB
has failed to consider “reasonable doubt.”

Until all navigation devices are equipped with fully automatic monitors there

will be reasonable doubt connected with the crash of anv aircraft using a navigation

facility. Omniranges have been known to be displaced plus and minus 30 deg. and
neithCT ground monitors nor cockpit warnings have indicated any error. Same is

true of ILS.

The prime reason for an accident investigation is that the knowledge gained
may be used to prevent similar mishaps. If a wrong solution is arrived at, or if

possible causes are disregarded, the preventative measures may also be wrong.
When this happens aviation has gained nothing but false security.

—R, C. Robson

SIDELIGHTS

that President Croi! Hunter would be re-

placed. These are denied by Wall St
Hunter has been in New York for con-

ferences with financial people, including

Merrill Lynch, Pierce. Fenner & Beane, and

he is expected to continue his duties as at

CAA
If CAA specifies new and lower maximum

gross weight on C-46s. it will apply only to

passenger versions. Cargo C-46s will con-

tinue at 48,000-lb. ... A new interpreta-

tion made on instrument rating lequiiemcnts

for pilots (CAR, Part 20;42-l) provides that

a pilot may fulfill simulated instrument flight

time requirements with a safety pilot who
does not have an instrument rating, as long

as the flight is not made under contact con-

ditions, and as long as the safety pilot is

looks at this early date as though CAA at

its airworthiness meeting in August will re-

quite smoke detectors for baggage compart-

ments of airliners, but won’t specify type.

Another indication is that C\A svill require

cargo compartments in all new transports to

he lined with thin gage stainless steel and be

made accessible from the inside.

Human Bomb Gets a Year

A Federal Court jury in Dallas said Dap-
per Jack Todd. Dallas underworld explosive

expert, was guilty of boarding an American

Airlines plane with nitroglycerine in his

pocket in January, He was fined $100 and

sent to prison for a year.

Here & There
Transportation Assn, nf .\meiica, railroad-

inspired. is still asking hacking from all

transport interests for over-all transportation

legislation . . . Most of the mail moving

between New York City & Newark will be
taken off trains and moved by trucks for an

experimental period . . . Civil Air Patrol,

based at Bolling ,\FB. W'ashington, reports

45,220 active reniors and 32.990 15-to-18-

vear-old boy A girl cadets, in 52 wings . . .

U. S, Chamber of Commerce's 1951 policy

platform u^ (1) federal development of

new transport plane types; (2) federal mod-
ernization of airway navigation aids; (3)

a civilian pilot Sc technician training pro-

gram. utilizing private industry where possi-

ble; (4) maintenance of as many planes as

possible bv the civilian aircraft maintenance

industry; (5) development of small airfields;

(6) encouraging aviation education; (7) sim-

plification of regulation by local governments

to promote private flying; (8) federal eco-

nomic Sc safety regulation of non scheduled

caniers . . . National Production Aulhotity

in Washington issues a booklet, “ABC’s of

CMP,” outlining operating procedures for

manufacturers and others, which is available

at NPA or at Commerce Dept, field offices

elsewhere.
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EDITORIAL
Kicking Your Public Around

A theme song in the long 6ght of the scheduled airlines

against the nonskeds has been that the independents kick

the customers around.

Tills unbusiness-like technique is not an exclusive feature

of the nonskeds, if we read our mail correctly. Our mail

includes two letters that are shockers. One was partly respon-

sible for an editorial here Apr. 7 warning the scheduled

airlines against letting their public service standards decline.

The other shocker was written to us by a well known Air

Force general, now retired. We think he tells his story well

and we quote a major portion of it. The general says:

: your « rial, "Beware of Prosperity," .

-ji Febru!implainl

, hereRefeter

another " .......
. , ,

planned a trip to Florida to begin in March and return in April.

We didn't particularly care about the dates—certainty of reserva-

tions was the important thing, we being old folks. The return

rooting confirmed on our tickets, which had been paid for and

starapttl in N'ew York Feb. 9, called for departure from Jackson-

ville via Eastern Air Lines Constellation Flight 614 in the morn-

ing of Apr. 4.

Having been tipped oS by friends that EAL was clearing pas-

sengers on a 6rst come basis regardless of confirmed reservations,

we arrived in Jacksonville the night of the ltd and stayed at a hotel

ertain of being in plenty of lime for our scheduled depar-

e the ming.

Upon calling EAL reservations that night to check in, I was

told, as 1 bad been warned, that our names would be placed on

the waiting list. I emphasized that we had oni space conSnned

for nearly two months, and 1 refused to accept any position on

the waiting list.

After some more discussion, the young lady at the other end

of the line agreed to honor our tickets.

At the airport the next morning we had to stand in line for

19 or 20 minutes while new tickets were made out and sold:

others examined and okayed: and baggage weighed and checked.

Finally, the plane was announced and a mad scramble ensued to

get aboard. Several teen agers, carefully coached by their elders,

elbowed their way past the test of us and rushed up the stairs

of the plane to secure the seats of their preference- My wife at

ticed 0

•After 20 minutes the loud speakei

was ovenold by tivo and would nol

voluntarily disembarked.
“

raid, a and

out tr

four people forward of the

announced that the plane

take off until two people

minutes later there was a

:c that I : did

take off. two people having left the plane.

Up to this point I had attributed the confusion to EAL’s sloppy

manner of doing thinp. but after comeisation with one of the

pilots. I came to the conclusiou that overselling by E.AL is SOP,
justiSctl. as he put it, by the fact that "too many empty seats are

Now, I do not hold that Eastern or anv other airline should

be required to opeiate at a low load factor if tbev can sell the

space. I realize that "no shows” are the bane of an airline, but

I think it a hell of a way to ran an airline deliberately to phee
people with long-confirmed space in competition at the airplane

with people who are there on a standby basis. That it is not

necessary to do this is evidenced by American Airlines and Na-
tional .Airlines who always honor reservations and who do thinp

in a snappy and efficient way.

The second letter is simnatly documented, describing

similar unbusiness-like practices. The writer is H. W.
Richardson, editor of a leading business mapzine. Construc-

tion Methods, who wrote his original letter to the carrier

involved. He says;

I do not like the way Eastern Ait Lines shoved me around last

week on what should have been a routine and pleasant flight

from Evansville to Washington. 1 held Chicago it Southern

ticket for continued Bight from Paducah to Washington via C&S
Flight 10 to Evansville. F./AL Flight 492 to Louisville and EAL
Flight 402 to Washington. This reservation had been requested

and confirmed by C&S at Paducah Apr. 17.

Everything was fine until I landed at Louisville on 452 about

10 minutes late. I saw ray baggage being transferred to 402 wfaQe

I went in to check the desk, The desk cleared me but when I got

back out to flight 402 I was told there was no room for me. I

protested that the desk had just cleared me a moment before, but

that made no difference, the plane was full and, therefore, I could

not come aboard. The ground man hurriedly checked the tickets

the steward had already cleared, with the thought that perhaps there

m^ht have been a standby there. But they reported that all

passengers were accredited, and I svas told I could not get on.

About then 402 took off and I was left standing on the samp
and someone checked 452, found space on that plane, so all I

ennid do. with my baggage already rolling, was to ride tbat very

uncomfortable and slow flight. Hie prospect of missing a dinner

appointment with mv brother in Washington did not cheer me.

We bumped over the mountains on a rough flight and landed in

Washington not fat off schedule but, of course, all my plans bad

If East

firmed reservations

airline is going to start ignoring con-

y did during the hectic war days of

I think 1 will just give up flving and go back to

rail travel. Of coarse, as my business calls for 45,000 to 55,000

miles a year, I like to fly any time I can. but I am certainly not in

a mood to take any nonsense like this from the big carriers.

Fortunately, Eastern's policies ate in the minority, we
believe. There ate various legal aspects to honoring con-

firmed reservations which most lines understand. These

would encourage attention to the public by carriers.

Eastern and American cooperate in a joint standby

counter at Washington which, we have observed, seems an

intelligent and well-operated project. Here, any standby

asking New York transportation is put on the next available

plane-whether American or Eastern—and regardless of

whether be bolds an Eastern or American ticket. Each line

honors the other's tickets on this run. American, at least,

honors all reservations before admitting standbys- It is diffi-

cult to see how this procedure of honoring reservations up

to a reasonable deadline could cost American-or Eastern-

empty seats.

These letters are important. They are a waming-to those

who will listen—that the industry cannot kick the public

around. If it does, it can expect inevitable retaliation. That
includes more competition. Beware of prosperity.

Progress—Study in Contrasts

"Slick Airways cordially invites you to be present for the

arrival of our giant new Douglas DC-6A. the largest, fastest

commercial airfreighter in the world, on its maiden flight

from Los Angeles to New York. Slick's DC-6As will soon

provide the only OVERNIGHT deliveiy service between

New York and California. .

From a telegram sent us by Slick Airways May 9

"Schedules of all New York Central freight cars between

cities of its system and to off-line points are listed in a 'time-

table' now being distributed by the railroad. The booklet

shows schedules of cars by ELAPSED DAYS to and from

about 200 freight stations which originate, terminate or

transfer about 98 percent of the Central's less-tban-carload

tonnage.”

From the New York World-Telegram & Sun, Mav 9

-Robert H. Wood
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Flight testing an idea

Complete electrical systems for any given aircraft can

be simulated on this network analyzer.

Radial-type engines help this test stand duplicate

aircraft power systems for testing purposes.

:S.

i gY3^6^^S

Even ideas are flight tested at General Electric. Both before and

after an aircraft electrical system is built, G-E’s aviation divisions

check it out under actual operating conditions to save you expensive

“de-bugging.”

Your power distribution system, for example, is first “flown” on

the analyzer. Electrical circuits for your plane are cranked into the

board and the idea is worked over until the analyzer OKs it.

A model then gets a long rugged workout in the Aircraft Systems

Test Lab to iron out final kinks. When design is “right,” production

begins. Finally, individual component parts are tested before in-

stallation in your aircraft.

Project engineers are chosen for experience as well as scientific

“know-how.” Pilots, navigators, flight engineers, military and trans-

port, are represented. George Phillips, for instance, shown “flying”

a distribution network, is an ex-Air Force maintenance officer.

This combination of theoretical analysis and practical testing by
men who know aviation problems means trustworthy electrical

systems without extensive “de-bugging” after installation.

For aircraft electrical equipment that will give you long trouble-

free service, call your General Electric aviation specialist or write

Apparatus Dept., General Electric Company, Schenectady, N. Y.

NERAL ELECTR
210-13


